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WELCOME
TO THE INAUGURAL
Biophilic Design Awards issue presented 
by I-Plants Magazine.
This new awards program exclusively run by I-Plants 
Magazine is an evolution of the International Design Contest 
previously run by Kathy Fediw during her ownership of the 
magazine.  This awards program has been designed with 
guidance from Green Plants for Green Buildings.  A special 
thanks to Mary Golden and Sonja Bochart for assistance in 
developing the scoring system required to be able to judge 
for Biophilic Design attributes.  A big thanks to this years 
judges Janice Goodman, Sonja Bochart and Richard 
Piacentini for graciously taking the time to judge all of the 
entries!  I am proud to announce a total of 37 award winners 
with some amazing projects from the U.K. the U.S.A and 
Canada.

Another huge round of thank you’s goes out to our Biophilic 
Design Awards sponsors.  Our Diamond Award sponsor, 
Green Plants for Green Buildings has been a great resource 
for accurate and relevant information pertaining to biophilic 
design in the interior landscaping industry.  Platinum 
sponsor and I-Plants Magazine parent company, Air 
Strength Canada has been behind the scenes supporting 
the re-launch of I-Plants Magazine and the new Biophilic 
Design Awards since day 1 and we look forward to serving 
you well into the future!  Thank you to our Gold sponsor, 
Green Theory. A Canadian planter company that sells high 
quality planters for use in the interior and exterior 
environments. I highly recommend to all in the industry to 
check this Canadian company out! Click here to check out 
their site I hope you take some time to go through and read 
and study the entries.  This is a great learning experience for 
all of those interested in Biophilia and Biophilic Design.  
Enjoy and congratulations to all of the entrants and award 
winners, you are doing some great work!!

As always I am grateful for all of our advertisers supporting 
this initiative for the I.P. industry.  We all thank you for being 
a part of this!

EDITOR

Kind regards,
Elliott Bennett

Submissions were  judged based on the following criteria

1. Design: Use of symmetry/asymmetry, visual connection
with nature, harmony. 5%

2. Does this project engage the senses? 5%
3. Innovation and Enhanced well-being, does it move our

industry forward? (Ex: water efficiency) 10%
4. Appropriateness for the client and the space. 15%
5. Appropriate selection of plant material (or holiday décor 

items) 15%
6. Appropriate and unique use of containers, topdressing 

and other materials as applicable. 15%
7. Use of colour 5%
8. Budget challenges – doing a lot with a little 10%
9. Community impact 5%
10. Which Biophilic element do you feel best describes your 
project? WAnd convince us of your Biophilic design? 15%

Scoring levels: Platinum 95.56-100 pts, Gold 89.56-94.55pts, 
Silver 84.56-89.55pts, Bronze 79.55-84.55pts

The Diamond award is awarded by judges consensus of the 
top Biophilic Design of the year.

https://greentheorydesign.com/
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Sonja Bochart, a design leader in health 
and wellness for over twenty-five years, 
has an extensive background in supporting 
teams and projects to support both human 
and ecological well-being. She works na-
tionally as a senior designer and biophilia 
consultant – focusing on human-nature 
connection in design. Her portfolio and 
project references include projects in all 
building sectors and manufacturers, in-
cluding workplace, healthcare, education-
al, community, behavioral health, residen-
tial, cultural centers, and product design 
and marketing. Sonja serves as a recog-
nized leader and educator in the industry 
and currently teaches at Arizona State 
University’s Herberger School of Design. 
She contributes to such groups as Interior 
Design’s Healthcare and Wellness Council, 
the advisory council for the International 
Living Future Institutes Biophilic Design 
Initiative and serves as a board member 
for Green Plants for Green Buildings. As 
an advocate for cultivating connections 
between people and natural systems, Sonja 
is one of the foremost facilitators for proj-
ect and team biophilic design workshops, 
including consulting for recent clients in-
cluding Hans Rosling Center for Population 
Health at the University of Washington, De 
Montfort University Leicester, The Acade-
my of Medical Sciences, HMTX Corporation, 
The Port of Seattle, and Phipps Conserva-
tory and Botanical Gardens.

Sonja Bochart
 IIDA, LEED AP BD&C, WELL AP, LFA
Regenerative Design, Sustainability and 
Biophilia Consulting

Richard Piacentini is the President and 
CEO of Phipps Conservatory and Botan-
ical Gardens. Since 1994 he has guided 
the Pittsburgh organization from public 
to private management and is responsi-
ble for its green transformation including 
the opening of the Center for Sustainable 
Landscapes, a zero energy and water 
building and the only building to meet the 
Living Building Challenge®, LEED® Plati-
num, SITES™ Platinum, WELL® Platinum 
and BREEAM 6 Star certifications. The 
sustainability efforts Piacentini initiat-
ed at Phipps are based on recognizing 
the vital connections between people, 
plants, health, and the planet. Piacentini 
serves on the Advisory Board of the In-
ternational Living Future Institute (ILFI) 
and Board of Green Plants for Green 
Buildings. He is a member of the Mission 
and Community Needs Committee for 
Magee-Womens Hospital, the Pennsyl-
vania One Health Task Force, Biophilic 
Design Initiative Advisory Board, and the 
Advisory Committee for the Biophilic Cit-
ies Network. He is a Past President and 
Treasurer of ILFI and the American Pub-
lic Gardens Association (APGA), and has 
received lLFl, US Green Building Council, 
and APGA leadership awards. Piacentini 
holds a MS in Botany, an MBA, and a BS in 
Pharmacy. He is a Registered Pharmacist 
and a WELL® Accredited Professional.

Richard V. Piacentini
President and CEO
Phipps Conservatory & Botanical Gardens

Jan has been in the interior  plantscape 
industry for over thity eight years. She 
is in her twety ninth year as owner and 
operator of Cityscapes Boston, one of 
the largest interiorscape companies 
in the United States. She has a degree 
in landscape design and horticultural 
technology from the University of NH. 
She is a registered provider for AIA CEU 
credits. Jan is also often a speaker at 
national landscape conferences, such 
as TPIE, BOMA and Cultivate. She is a 
highly active member in her local BOMA 
chapter. Jan has served on BOMA’s 
Charity Benefit Committee since 2006. 
Jan and Cityscapes received BOMA 
Boston’s Prestigious “Affiliate Company 
and Member of the Year Awards” in 2008 
and 2010. For the last 15 years, Jan has 
been on the Board of Directors for “Green 
Plants for Green Buildings,” supporting 
the initiative to Communicate  the Aes-
thetic, Wellbeing and Economic Bene-
fits of Nature in the Built environment. 
She also was inducted into Cultivates 
Interiorscape Hall of Fame in 2016. In 
2019 she started a charitable offshoot 
of Cityscapes called Transplanted.  A 
roaming greenhouse that is a pop up 
plant shop on wheels! All profits go to 
local, national and international chari-
ties.  Truly living Cityscapes mission of 
“Transforming People’s Lives through the 
Power of Plants”. 

Janice Goodman
President
Cityscapes, Inc.

Biophilic Design
-2021 Judges-

A huge THANK YOU to all of this years judges!!



Judges Diamond Award 
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
Project Value $500,001-$999,999
Project:

Société Générale
Congatulations to:
Plant Designs, 
London, England, U.K.

The initial brief from our cli-
ent required hundreds of plant 
displays, in which it was specified 
that around 80% should be rep-
lica and 20% living plants. Upon 
award of the contract, we asked 
the client the burning question; 
why go replica when you could 
go live? After much discussion 
and time spent educating the 
client on the power of live plants, 
they ended up revising the speci-
fication and the site now boasts 
around 90% live planting and 10% 
replica. Following a mammoth 
installation, the Societe Generale 
office is now home to approxi-
mately 10,000 living plants spread 
across 8 floors, including 4 beau-
tiful Ficus Trees that adorn the 
reception area, handpicked by 
the client from specialist growers 
in Holland. Other displays include 
specialist joinery planters filled 
with numerous plant species, in-
tegrated within furniture and fab-
ric of the building, free standing 
displays of many sizes, impressive 
wall mounted displays, a beauti-
ful living wall and 180 square 
metres of replica living wall.

What makes this 
design biophilic?

The planting is across all 
areas of this large build-
ing, both built in and in 
free standing containers. 

The fact that the client 
decided to take our 
advice and go for a large 
proportion of living 
planting over replica 
has made this space feel 
even more like a bio-
philic haven in the city.

We worked with Lewis 
Huff of TP Bennett on 
the design concept

The story behind this 
design and installation:

Café area with 
living wall strip 
around all the 
walls. This touch 
of greenery 
around the walls 
adds a natural 
biophilic ele-
ment to the 
café, without 
the need to 
take up any 
floor space. The 
industrial feel 
of the fixtures 
is softened by 
the addition of 
planting that 
can be seen 
from all around 
the space.

Grouped planting in atrium, outside glass fronted meeting spaces. These grouped 
planters make for a lush and textured mix of plants. While softening the atrium’s balconies, 

the planting can also be seen from the glass fronted meeting spaces. This means the 
biophilicbenefits of natural green views can be enjoyed from inside and out.

https://plantdesigns.co.uk/
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Lobby planting with large trees and dense underplanting. This provides a huge green Lobby planting with large trees and dense underplanting. This provides a huge green 
statement as soon as you step inside the front door. The lobby is very clean and minimal in statement as soon as you step inside the front door. The lobby is very clean and minimal in 
design, the planting adds a soft natural element to this otherwise sparse space.design, the planting adds a soft natural element to this otherwise sparse space.

https://plantdesigns.co.uk/


Built in mixed floor 
and divider planting, 
creating quiet meet-
ing spaces between. 
The planting feels 
very much part of 
the building’s fabric 
with these beds built 
into the floor. Creat-
ing smaller meeting 
spaces andareas for 
quiet working in the 
larger open spaces

Built in plant 
beds with 
suspended 
hanging plants 
above. These 
dividers are 
also designed 
to break up 
the open plan 
space and add 
height to the 
planting. This 
creates oases 
for quiet meet-
ings and add 
interest to the 
wider space 
as you can see 
these plants 
from around 
the open plan 

https://plantdesigns.co.uk/
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Built in raised beds with underplanting and climbing plants. Another way of adding planting and texture to break up the space. 
These displays will continue to fill out and change as the plants grow.

https://plantdesigns.co.uk/
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Floor standing displays to frame view on top floor. This view is a centrepiece of the building so we wanted to frame it without Floor standing displays to frame view on top floor. This view is a centrepiece of the building so we wanted to frame it without 
taking away from the view. The London skyline is very dominated by concrete so softening the urban jungle with the addition taking away from the view. The London skyline is very dominated by concrete so softening the urban jungle with the addition 
of leafy planting adds some nature to this stunning vista.of leafy planting adds some nature to this stunning vista.

Integrated plant-
ing in booth 
style meeting 
spaces looking 
to freestand-
ing displays in 
atrium walkway 
beyond. The 
atrium plant-
ing can be seen 
here through the 
glass wall. The 
booths are lit-
tle green pock-
ets perfect for 
small meetings 
surrounded by 
greenery. The 
planting adds 
screening and 
helps with the 
acoustics of the 
space, to make 
for a pleasant 
and inspiring 
place to meet.

https://plantdesigns.co.uk/
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Congratulations to: 
Plant Designs, 

London, England, U.K.

https://plantdesigns.co.uk/


16Platinum Award
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
$40,001-$75,000
Project:

Farfetch
Congratulations to:
Plant Designs,
London, England, U.K.The story behind this design and installation:

The initial brief provided by the client was to create 
an interior ‘green screen’ across the façade of an 
internal feature staircase, using a bespoke mesh/ 
planter system. As this idea developed, so did the 
client’s eye for biophilic design, and hence the 
scope for the project. Once we had agreed on the 
staircase design, we were soon looking at ways to 
incorporate plants into the rest of the office. The 
initial concept for the overall office aesthetic was 
created by Studiofibre, featuring bespoke furniture 
items with integrated planting. Cameo & Partners 
were then invited to put together a preliminary 
planting plan that would be suitable for the space, 
which ended up focusing on a variety of interest-
ing, primarily broad-leaved species. We then joined 
the team to offer practical solutions to the concept/
design, advising on the feasibility of certain plant 
species, adding further design ideas and eventu-
ally installing and maintaining all plant displays 
throughout the office. Once the new displays had 
been installed, Plant Designs took on the refurbish-
ment and maintenance of all pre-existing displays 
on site (i.e., those supplied by other providers), 
recycling and re-using as many existing pots and 
pots as possible in line with our company’s envi-
ronmental commitments, while being careful not 
to compromise the new aesthetic that had been 
implemented.

Seating area with climbing plants and built in beds to create separateSeating area with climbing plants and built in beds to create separate
areas. The climbing plants are grown on the bespoke mesh system the areas. The climbing plants are grown on the bespoke mesh system the 
client was initially interested in. This creates green screened sp aces for client was initially interested in. This creates green screened sp aces for 
meetings and solo working. Free standing planters and built-in beds meetings and solo working. Free standing planters and built-in beds 
along the windows bring greenery throughout the rest of the space.along the windows bring greenery throughout the rest of the space.

Close up of wire frames with climbing planting. This is the wire Close up of wire frames with climbing planting. This is the wire 
mesh system that the climbing plants are grown on. They bring mesh system that the climbing plants are grown on. They bring 
large masses of beautiful greenery to the workspace without large masses of beautiful greenery to the workspace without 
a large amount of space being used. The wooden sides to the a large amount of space being used. The wooden sides to the 
frames compliment the planting and interior design.frames compliment the planting and interior design.

https://plantdesigns.co.uk/
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What makes this       
design biophilic?
The planting is integral 
to this space and we 
were involved in the 
interior design process 
from early on to ensure 
the plants fit with the 
space. From the meet-
ing areas surrounded by 
climbing plants to the 
free standing displays 
around all areas of the 
building, greenery is 
visible across the offices. 
Natural elements are 
at the forefront of the 
interior design and have 
changed the space for 
the better.

High tables with floor standing displays. These tall tables and stools provide 
space for flexible working. We have surrounded them with freestanding 
planters to soften the very grey industrial interiors.

Raised beds with mixed broad-leaved planting, screening off seating areas.
These raised planters allow for height and the broad leaved mixed species create 
a lush and textured feel. A green    corridor is created while the seating behind is 
screened off for working.

Planting on shelving units, screening office areas. This beautiful piece of furniture compliments the other interior design elements and is softened 
and enhanced by the mixture of plant species choose for these shelves. The different shaped planters also add interest and the greenery can be 
enjoyed from both sides.

Desk top and floor standing displays in soft seating area. In otherd Desk top and floor standing displays in soft seating area. In otherd 
spaces we have continued to biophilic design with floor standing and spaces we have continued to biophilic design with floor standing and 
desk top planting. The variety of species replicat es the jungle feel of desk top planting. The variety of species replicat es the jungle feel of 
theopen plan spaces.theopen plan spaces.

https://plantdesigns.co.uk/


18Gold Award
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
$30,001-$40,000
Project:

401 Park
Congratulations to:
Cityscapes
Boston, Mass, U.S.A
Containers used: Campania - Bradford Extra Large Planter - Onyx Black Lite ||| Campania - Cast Stone Planter ||| 
Campania - Baleares Planter - White Coral ||| Terrain - Glazed Earthenware ? Barnacle ||| Architectual Supplements

List of plants used-Sansevieria Fernwood -Schefflera Amate (Schefflera actinophylla) -Rhapis excelsa -Philodendron Selloum 
-Aglaonema Silver Bay -Aglaonema Stripes  -Liriope ‘Evergreen Giant’ -Ravenea rivularis Plant arrangement- -Phalaenopsis 
Orchid, -Echeveria -Sempervivum -Crassula argentea

The story behind this design and installation:

401 Park, also known to locals as Landmark Center or the Sears Building is one 
of the few Art Deco buildings in Boston. Constructed in 1929, it was a distribution 
center for Sears Company for its first sixty years. The building is directly across 
from the “Emerald Necklace”, oneof Frederick Law Olmstead’s biggest projects. 
Now 401 Park is a hub for community and collaboration. The building was bought 
and redesigned in 2018. The architects put a focus on this building’s commercial 
and industrial roots, while making it a seamless hub for work and play. Plants 
played a crucial role in creating a bridge between the building’s history and its 
new intended use. The Landscape architects involved with the job understood 
the importance of ‘connection’, both socially and to the surrounding landscape of 
the area. They asked that the interior plantings be inspired by the New England 
Landscape. The challenge was to mimic the look and feel of the trees, shrubs and 
grasses of the surrounding greenspace. Our design team had to draw visual and 
textural connections with the plants we chose, all while dealing with the building’s 
varying light levels. We chose Fernwoods for areas with lower light, drawing inspi-
ration from the area’s marsh landscape. Schefflera Amates were incorporated to 
resemble the broad leaf deciduous trees of the surrounding forests. New England 
forests are dense and diverse, because of this, we grouped plants together in a 
way that gives the same sense of depth and variety that a walk through the Em-
erald Necklace would provide.The containers were chosen to match the industrial 
interior of the building, while also helping ease the transition from lush nature to 
hard concrete, brick and steel. The earthen finishes on the pots are reminiscent of 
New England’s rocky shores. We designed this plantscape to last. With containers 
that can withstand the Fenway area’s rowdy crowds, and sub-irrigation to ensure 
no plant is left too thirsty. This design is timeless, the industrial yet earthen aes-
thetic that is seen in the containers is here to stay. 401 Park has been an integral 
part of revamping Boston’s famous Fenway area. This unique multi-usproperty 
combines work, play and collaboration, while thoughtfully drawing connections to 
history and nature.

Rhaphis Palm, Philodendron ‘Selloum’ 
and Liriope grasses are grouped together,  
providing a variety of green textures like 
one would experience in the park seen 
through the window. Notice how the 
containers perfectly match the aged brick 
close by. This provides a seamless transi-
tion from urban and industrial to lush, 
natural and healthy. One can notice the 
ebb and flow of nature as they enter and 
exit the building.

401 Park faces west, so the 
sun levels vary widely 
throughout the day. 
Shadows are cast onto 
the plants tying them 
back into the building’s 
unique architecture, 
mixing the grid pattern 
of windowpanes with 
the organic repetition 
of plant foliage. The sun 
brings out warmer tones 
in the concrete provid-
ing a color contrast 
to dark green leaves, 
enhancing our focus on 
the biophilic design in 
the space.

The architects of 401 Park were adamant that the buildings history The architects of 401 Park were adamant that the buildings history 
be reserved. This original printing press once printed out catalogs be reserved. This original printing press once printed out catalogs 
for Sears mail order products. A row of Majesty palms line this area. for Sears mail order products. A row of Majesty palms line this area. 
This area is partitioned off with floor to ceiling glass walls, giving the This area is partitioned off with floor to ceiling glass walls, giving the 
room a terrarium feels when viewed from the outside. The palms room a terrarium feels when viewed from the outside. The palms 
were used to act as a safety feature to prevent visitors from walking were used to act as a safety feature to prevent visitors from walking 
into the glass. A sense of fascination is heighted with the paired into the glass. A sense of fascination is heighted with the paired 
artifacts and the clever incorporation of plants. The symmetrical artifacts and the clever incorporation of plants. The symmetrical 
even spacing of the palms contrasts the asymmetric design of the even spacing of the palms contrasts the asymmetric design of the 
atrium leading to it. It visually signifies that this part of the atrium is atrium leading to it. It visually signifies that this part of the atrium is 
different from the rest. This is an example of using biophilic design different from the rest. This is an example of using biophilic design 
as visual cues in interior design, it mimics the way the landscape as visual cues in interior design, it mimics the way the landscape 
changes as it moves from forest to field.changes as it moves from forest to field.

https://bostoncityscapes.com/
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This is a view of the back side of the building’s atrium. Notice how planters are paired with the large columns, softening their ap-
pearance and helping draw our eye up to the second-floor windows and lofty ceilings. The placement of the plants also gives off a 
feeling of wandering through the space as one must meander around plants and columns like how one walks through the forest. 
There is a sense of both balance and asymmetry in the room. Shorter Aglaonemas are grouped  together on mirroring columns and 
placed across from heavier containers with larger and taller plants.

What makes this design biophilic?

Biophilic design was the primary emphasis of our work on this project. An industrial and historical building provides a sense of 
intrigue and inspiration for those who experience it, which can often overpower the building’s connection to the outside world. 
While this building has been outfitted with large windows and skylights, all natural-lighting is quickly absorbed by columns, rough 
textures and turning corners. Plants must be used to help connect and strengthen the experience visitors and patrons have with 
the space. The rough, original textures of the building transport visitors to another place in history. It was important as plantscape 
designers to make sure any biophilic improvements that we added were done with a tasteful transition from industrial to organic. 
The heavy and impactful containers provide that seamlessly perfect transition from the cold industrial feel to a warm and invit-
ing biophilic experience. The Baleares planters mimicked the existing texture of the architecture so well, one could barely tell the 
planter was not a part of the original build. We paired those containers with taller companions that grew bolder with shape and fin-
ish. Other vessels were matched together with their varying degrees of vibrancy in their natural finish, making a visual analogy be-
tween the concrete, brick and raw earth. As mentioned before, the plantscaping was done with the forests of New England in mind. 
In leu of plants like magnolias and hostas, we utilized the similar leaf shapes of the Amates and Aglaonemas. Liriope grasses and 
Fernwood, mirror grassy fields and marshes. All topped with Pro-Toast, a naturally fire-resistant mulch, that is visually similar to the 
Brown forest floors of the area, often covered in pine and forest debris. Visitors are taken from outside and transported to a biophilic 
limbo that is both dense and lofty at the same time. This design pays homage to the lifecycle of material, all while offering 
the sense of ease and wellbeing that plants are known to provide.

https://bostoncityscapes.com/
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http://www.thewaterboy.net/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDEdMYdGZvc


22Silver Award
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
under $10,000
Project:

Westlake 1D
Congratulations to:
Urban Jungle
Dallas, Texas, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
This 3,000 sq. ft. office space has been designed to be a cutting-edge work environment for some of the company’s most important
employees. The office has provided its staff with technology and architecture to create a space where the employees can be as pro-
ductive as possible, while simultaneously keeping in mind their comfort by incorporating versatile seating and lovely green plants 
scattered everywhere you look. For this project, we selected a variety of crème, grey, and tan containers, often with soft, natural fin-
ishes. In order to create a plantscape as unique and cutting-edge as the rest of the office, we knew that we shouldn’t just rely on the 
standard office plant catalog. 

Our plant palette for this project was a compendium of who’s who from the trending plants of Instagram. Twenty-two interesting, 
6-inch specimens like Pilea and Blue Star fern were deployed across the numerous shelving units--adding a variety of textures to the 
overall look through their unique leaf structures. However, these 6-inch plants are just the beginning. Varieties of open and closed ter-
rariums, cut-succulent bowls, and preserved botanical arrangements sit on counters and tables throughout the space. Finally, several 
large, trough containers filled with bushy Pencil Cactus and Sansevieria cylindrica further work to set this office apart from the rest. 
Expert knowledge of the plants’ needs and careful attention to every detail is essential with such a robust variety of specimens and 
arrangements. Our client was very pleased with the results.

List of plants/flowers used: Pilea peperomioides Blue star fern Euphorbia tirucalli Sansevieria cylindrica
Containers used: Accent Decor
Topdressing used: Assorted Mosses

What makes this design biophilic?

The integration of plants, botanicals, and natural-looking con-
tainers throughout the space are all used to create a biophilic 
design that enhances the office environment. Elements of 
both direct nature and indirect nature were incorporated.

https://www.urbanjungles.net/


23Silver Award
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
under $10,000
Project:

Jinya
Congratulations to:
Urban Jungle
Dallas, Texas, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:

List of plants/flowers used: Bonsai juniper Espalier jasmine star Coleus New Guinea
impatient Sweet potato vine Variegated English ivy
Containers used: Jackson Pottery

The client was looking for two things when it came to his new plantscape. Bright colors that invite people into the restaurant and to
enjoy the patio. As well as having plants that complimented the aesthetic and Asian cuisine of the restaurant. We selected sleek black
glazed ceramic containers for the larger plants to stay in line with the aesthetic of the restaurant. The client really wanted to have hanging
troughs off the railing. Thanks to zip tie magic we were able to make that happen since the rails were quite thin. For the large plant, we
selected an Espalier Jasmine star and two Bonsai Junipers. For the color, we chose a mix of New Guinea impatients, sweet potato vine,
and coleus. The restaurant itself is located in an urban area that is surrounded by a lot of grey concrete and buildings so bringing in life
and color to the space was our main goal.

What makes What makes 
this design this design 
biophilic?biophilic?

Biophilic design Biophilic design 
is accomplished is accomplished 
through the use through the use 
of live plants be-of live plants be-
ing brought to a ing brought to a 
concrete jungle.concrete jungle.

https://www.urbanjungles.net/


24Bronze Award
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
$40,001-$75,000

Project:

Serafina Energy
Congratulations to:
Greenery Office Interiors, LTD.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

The story behind this design and installation:
This office space is located in a newly built tower in the bustling 
and trendy downtown area of Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Our 
sales team worked closely with the client to elevate this clean 
cut, modern office into a more welcoming environment. We 
wanted to focus on adding pops of colour and texture amongst 
clean, sharp lines and cool colours. Light measurements were 
taken with a lux-meter throughout the space to determine 
an appropriate plant profile. These photos are taken nearly 
10 months after installation, a true testament to our commit-
ment in selecting plants to thrive, as well as a very dedicated 
and hardworking team of technicians. Our ultimate goal was to 
utilize planters that provide form and function, this led to the 
decision to accompany each carefully selected plant with the 
sub-irrigated system by Lechuza. This particular client gave us 
quite a bit of room to play with design elements; we took this 
freedom and designed a custom moss wall piece and added 
floating magnetized planters to this space. Unique design ele-
ments along with a series of floor plant fixtures have brought 
life to this office, and we’re very happy to be sharing it.

What makes this 
design biophilic?
This space features 
modern, clean lines, and 
highly contrasted light 
and dark finishes and 
is complemented by a 
plethora of carefully se-
lected plant material for 
the varying light levels 
throughout the space. As 
soonas employees and 
clients walk into the of-
fice, they are greeted by 
natural elements that im-
mediately bring feelings 
of warmth and comfort. 
As one walks through 
the office space they are 
met with views of plants 
down each hallway, and 
with glimpses of foliage 
in executive spaces that 
line the perimeter of the 
office floor. The client’s 
aim was to make their 
staff feel more at home 
while they are at work, 
and the plant material in 
this space does just that. 
The bright pops of live 
foliage throughout the 
office floor bring life to 
this corporate space.

https://greenery.ca/


25Bronze Award
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
$40,001-$75,000

Project:

Serafina Energy
Congratulations to:
Greenery Office Interiors, LTD.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Bronze Award
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

PCL
Congratulations to:
Greenjean Interiorscape LTD.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

The story behind this design and installation:
The site is the head office complex of a large construction company, with multiple buildings spread out over a couple of acres. The primary 
occupants are employees. There is a total of 27 planters spread throughout the grounds located near building entrances, high-traffic path-
ways between buildings, a couple of courtyards and a balcony. Each location for the planters has different light and wind exposure levels. 
As we are in a northern location with a very short growing season, we need to offer seasonal changes to utilize the planters and space to 
it’s fullest potential. The client requested two different types of designs for the spring/summer planting. The first being a traditional design 
of flowering plants and the second being tropical plants focusing on foliage and texture contrasts. The spring/summer installation is in 
place for approximately 4 months, so it needs to have lots of colour, instant impact, and be fast growing. Most of the annual plants are 
sourced locally, ensuring they are appropriate for our extreme weather conditions and eliminating shipping costs. To control costs, the 
client requested a fall/winter display that does not require maintenance or changes, and is able to remain in place during the cold months 
where live plants are not viable – about 6 months of the year. Our solution is our custom made Natural Branch Displays, which are con-
structed inhouse and are installed in the planters upon removal of the spring/summer display. The branches are harvested in a sustain-
able manner. Whenever possible, we save the branches for use in future seasons, reducing the costs to the client and the environmental 
impact. Artificial greens are included in the displays that are located near main entrances and on the balcony to differentiate the spaces 
and provide additional colour and the traditional feel of cut greens throughout the cold season. The artificial greens are reused as much as 
possible to control costs and reduce environmental impact. Around the festive season the client has their own employees add ornaments 
and other adornments to the natural branch displays as a team building exercise.

What makes this design biophilic?
The site has multiple buildings within the complex, with an extensive, landscaped sunken courtyard hidden  in the private space between 
the two main buildings. Other than the sunken courtyard, the site has a lot of  cement and hard surfaces around the exterior complex and 
on the building finishes. The strategic placement of planters at the main entrances allows for natural elements to greet the employees 
and visitors as they enter the buildings in spaces that are otherwise lacking nature or a live landscape. There is a series of planters situated 
in a well used pathway that connects two of the main buildings - the tropical plant design livens up the regularly travelled walk between 
the buildings with a repetitive inclusion of nature. The balcony is located up near the executive offices and has a number of windows sur-
rounding it. The windows allow people to look outdoors during their workday and enjoy the seasonal displays of live flowering plants or 
branches and greens, connecting them to nature even when they are indoors. The Branch & Greens displays contain fresh cut branches, 
birch poles, preserved pinecones, and artificial greens to mimic what would be seen in the local natural environment over the winter 
months. The Natural Branch displays provide a connection to the local natural environment, as all branches and poles are sustainably har-
vested within a few hours of our location. The displays have an additional biophilic ornament in them - either a small bird, nest 
or bird house to add a touch of whimsy and interest through biomimicry. The seasonal display changes connect the 
observer to the natural cycles of seasonal change throughout the year.

https://greenjeansinteriorscape.ca/


26Bronze Award
Free-Standing Container Plantings, Interior & Exterior
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

ATB Place (Exterior)
Congratulations to:
Greenjean Interiorscape LTD.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

The story behind this design and
installation:
The site is a well-situated high-rise in our 
downtown core that has many tenants, vis-
itors, and passersby on a daily basis. As we 
are in a location with a very short growing 
season, we need to offer seasonal changes 
to utilize the planters and space to it’s full-
est potential. With multiple yearly instal-
lations, it is imperative to be proactive in 
finding cost savings measures. Designing 
so we can carry some elements from the 
spring/summer planting through to the fall 
installation helps to control the budget (eg. 
Cedar as a focal point and the Vinca and ivy 
as trailers). The spring/summer installation 
is in place for approximately 4 months, so 
it needs to have lots of colour and instant 
impact, and must be fast growing. The 
fall planting must be frost tolerant as it is 
in place for 6 weeks and is often installed 
just as the nights begin to be very cold. 
The planters are prepared for the festive 
greens installation when the fall planting is 
removed. This is done before the soil solidly 
freezes and ensures we are able to install 
the greens during the festive season. To 
provide best value to the client, we leave 
the greens in place for as long as possible, 
only removing them once they have start-
ed to fade. The site has a total of 27 planters 
which are placed strategically around
the building - at most entrances, in the 
foodcourt courtyard, and along the main 
boulevard. The many planters all have dif-
ferent exposure in terms of light and wind. 
Most of the annual plants are sourced lo-
cally, ensuring they are appropriate for our 
extreme weather conditions and eliminat-
ing shipping costs.

What makes this design biophilic?
The site is located next to a small park in the 
downtown core. The use of planters at the build-
ing adds natural elements to the transition area 
between the park and the building grounds. 
The building’s hardscaping acts as a natural 
extension of the park area, providing the tenants 
and public with outdoor space to enjoy and take 
refuge from the corporate hustle and speed of 
city life. The addition of planters to the foodcourt 
courtyard is relatively new for the site. The court-
yard has perennial plants and shrubs but was 
lacking in flowering elements. 

The addition of 5 planters filled with various 
flowers throughout the summer added needed 
colour, variety and interest. The planters can be 
enjoyed from inside, outside and above, as they 
are in a sunken courtyard surrounded by large 
windows on two sides, and exterior plaza decks 
on the other sides. The large windows allow 
people to enjoy their lunch at a table indoors, 
while experiencing natural light and a view of a 
beautiful courtyard. Or they can go out into the 
sunken courtyard for a direct biophilic experi-
ence. The spring/summer and fall displays use 
live plants with the inclusion of curly willow in 
the fall. The festive display uses a variety of fresh 
cut greens, fresh cut branches, birch poles, pre-
served pinecones and artificial berries to provide 
a natural feeling display that reflects the festive 
season. The seasonal display changes connects 
the observer to the natural cycles of change 
throughout the year.

https://greenjeansinteriorscape.ca/
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28Platinum Award
Moss Wall Art
$30,001-$40,000

Project:

Nine Island Avenue 
MossWall & MossGarden
Congratulations to:
FosterPlants, Inc.
Miami Beach, Florida, U.S.A
List of plants/flowers used: Preserved mood and sheet mosses & assorted replica plants

The story behind this design and installation:

Our client of over 25 years, A high-end  condominium building was under-
taking a major renovation of their lobby and they asked us if we had a low-
maintenance greenwall  solution. We suggested a nomaintenance solution 
and they loved the concept of the MossWall and  MossGarden. We created 
a mockup of a small section and made a presentation to the condominium 
board and Interior Design Firm. The concept was a win and together the 
design firm and our in-house designers refined it to create “something 
really special” Fortunately, we were included in the design very early in the 
process and we were able to remedy design discrepancies prior to the con-
struction process. We constructed the wall and garden in modular panels 
in our studio with each panel mossed to two inches from the edge of the 
panels. This enabled us to complete the mossing onsite once the panels 
were assembled and installed, achieving a completely seamless effect - as 
if the moss had just grown in the garden and up the wall. Due to several 
delays in the renovation, we had over a year to construct the panels and the 
installation was completed by a team of four over a five-day period.

Upon entering the new lobby of Nine Island Avenue, one’s senses are Upon entering the new lobby of Nine Island Avenue, one’s senses are 
immediately stimulated by the floor level MossGarden and soaring immediately stimulated by the floor level MossGarden and soaring 
MossWall that brings life into the space creating a sensory and bio-MossWall that brings life into the space creating a sensory and bio-

philic connection with nature.philic connection with nature.

This view from above shows the MossWall transitioning 
from the lower lobby space into the mezzanine lobby space 
above. The design intent of this project was to create a com-
plete sensory experience and bring views of nature into the 
beautifully renovated, but somewhat sterile space while also 
providing sound absorption benefits and a total biophilic 
connection with nature.

https://fosterplants.com/
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What makes this design biophilic?

Upon entering the building’s lobby the 
senses are immediately immersed in 
nature as one experiences the MossGar-
den and the MossWall that soars to 17’ 
high at its tallest columns. The Moss-
Garden transitions seamlessly from the 
horizontal plane to the vertical plane of 
the MossWall and the biophilic connec-
tion with nature is further enhanced by 
the numerous replica plants, ferns, and 
ariods. The raised platform surrounding 
the MossGarden provides impromptu 
seating for visitors to gather and relax in 
the company of nature. Overall the Nine 
Island Avenue MossGarden and Moss-
Wall creates a total sensory connection 
with nature when one enters the space.

Once we completed the build-out, installation of Once we completed the build-out, installation of 
the vertical panels began in the two-level space the vertical panels began in the two-level space 
with the MossWall soaring to 17’ at its highest with the MossWall soaring to 17’ at its highest 
point. As we fabricated our moss panels, we in-point. As we fabricated our moss panels, we in-
tentionally did not build the moss out to the edge tentionally did not build the moss out to the edge 
of each panel as we wanted to ensure that there of each panel as we wanted to ensure that there 
would be a completely seamless appearance that would be a completely seamless appearance that 
themoss had grown in the space and up the wall.themoss had grown in the space and up the wall.

https://fosterplants.com/


Platinum Award
Moss Wall Art
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

Oil & Gas Company
Congratulations to:
Greenery Office Interiors Ltd. 
& ByNature.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
The story behind this design and installation:
Our company and By Nature Design in Vancouver, British Colum-
bia collaborated on this project in downtown Calgary. By Nature 
was responsible for the design of the biophilic features in this 
office space,nand our company collaborated with By Nature in the 
successful installation of all elements. The client is an oil and gas 
company located n the downtown core of Calgary, Alberta. This 
newly renovated floor was created to provide a space for staff to 
relax, enjoy, and feel refreshed. By Nature worked with the client 
early on in the renovation plans and design to create a cohesive 
space that features a series of custom preserved moss walls, 
freestanding water features, plant partitions, and floor plants. 
Our company collaborated with ByNature and the client on the 
design, delivery, and installation of this unique and uplifting space.

These safely distanced, semi-private nooks provide a quiet 
space for patrons to relax. Each seating area is placed next to 
a custom design moss wall partition that contains a glass wa-
ter feature. Water trickles quietly in between two glass panes 
and is recaptured in a hidden reservoir, this closed-loop sys-
tem allows for continuous flow of water. The perfect place to 
sit and enjoy natural elements within the workspace.

This mixed moss wall features Grade A preserved Pole, Mood, Sheet,and Fern This mixed moss wall features Grade A preserved Pole, Mood, Sheet,and Fern 
Moss as well as preserved foliage elements that provide texture and visual Moss as well as preserved foliage elements that provide texture and visual 
interest. This one-of-a-kind moss piece was created custom for this space, with interest. This one-of-a-kind moss piece was created custom for this space, with 
moss wrapping around the corner of this partition, it softens and brightens moss wrapping around the corner of this partition, it softens and brightens 
the area.the area.

”Biophilic design should 
also be considerate of the 
environment that we are 
attempting to  emulate, 
therefore, the moss mate-
rials used in this space are 
sustainably collected.”

https://bynaturedesign.ca/


Platinum Award
Moss Wall Art
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

Oil & Gas Company
Congratulations to:
Greenery Office Interiors Ltd. 
& ByNature.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

What makes this design biophilic?
This design in this space was carefully crafted 
and considered with the patrons of this space in 
mind. The intention for this floor was to provide 
a lounge area that staff could utilize for a variety 
of functions from dining to hosting breakout 
sessions. The large footprint is sectioned into 
vignettes that provide comfortable seating and 
unique custom-designed biophilic elements. 
A series of preserved moss walls soften hard 
surfaces in this space to reduce echo through 
sound absorption. These moss walls also add 
interest to the space and inspire creativity and 
connection with nature. Low light plant mate-
rial was selected and installed, along with Ollie 
plant sippers. This bottom-fed sub-irrigated 
technology was utilized in this project to reduce 
maintenance requirements, prevent overwater-
ing of plants, and reduce water waste.

This seating area meanders through the kitchen lounge area, separated by a row This seating area meanders through the kitchen lounge area, separated by a row 
of low light Dracaena and Snake Plants. Each of the white tapered tower planters of low light Dracaena and Snake Plants. Each of the white tapered tower planters 
is outfitted with a bottom-fed sub-irrigation unit that provides the plants with is outfitted with a bottom-fed sub-irrigation unit that provides the plants with 
consistent levels of moisture through capillary action. In the background is one of consistent levels of moisture through capillary action. In the background is one of 
the two reindeer moss walls in this space featuring spring green and dark green the two reindeer moss walls in this space featuring spring green and dark green 
reindeer moss.reindeer moss.

These moss walls feature By Nature’s spring green and dark green reindeer moss (lichen). The These moss walls feature By Nature’s spring green and dark green reindeer moss (lichen). The 
custom-designed gradient pattern melds the two colours of moss in a unique way. The photo above custom-designed gradient pattern melds the two colours of moss in a unique way. The photo above 
shows the other reindeer moss wall in this area, where the spring green and dark green mosses are shows the other reindeer moss wall in this area, where the spring green and dark green mosses are 
switched. A fun detail that’s sure to intrigue the patrons of this space switched. A fun detail that’s sure to intrigue the patrons of this space 

The south-facing windows of this floor space are outfitted with a series The south-facing windows of this floor space are outfitted with a series 
of trough-style planters from a Canadian supplier called Green Theory of trough-style planters from a Canadian supplier called Green Theory 
out of Vancouver, BC. The diverse range of plant material within these out of Vancouver, BC. The diverse range of plant material within these 
troughs creates a layered ecosystem and mimics uncultivated landscapes troughs creates a layered ecosystem and mimics uncultivated landscapes 
that are found in nature. The varying textures, shapes, colours, and that are found in nature. The varying textures, shapes, colours, and 
heights add interest and provide the space with a bright and fun feel.heights add interest and provide the space with a bright and fun feel.

A closer look at the rein-A closer look at the rein-
deer moss wall design. deer moss wall design. 
Completion of fine details Completion of fine details 
and blending of the moss and blending of the moss 
panels was conducted panels was conducted 
on-site to create a seam-on-site to create a seam-
less moss wall.less moss wall.

https://greenery.ca/


32Silver Award
Moss Wall Art
$10,001-$20,000

Project:

Moss Wall for Technology 
Company
Congratulations to:
Botanical Designs
Seattle, Washington, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
A tech client sought to bring natural elements into their building. In other 
words, Biophilic Design! Stakeholders wanted a focal point – a design with 
dim ension and visual interest but without the maintenance of a Living 
Wall. Our challenge was to translate their vision into realityst of plants used 
Sansevieria Fernwood -Schefflera Amate (Schefflera actinophylla) -Rhapis 
excelsa -Philodendron Selloum -Aglaonema Silver Bay -Aglaonema Stripes  
-Liriope ‘Evergreen Giant’ -Ravenea rivularis Plant arrangement- -Phalaeno-
psis Orchid, -Echeveria -Sempervivum -Crassula argenteawith a moss wall 
art feature. We encouraged the general contractor to use reclaimed wood 
framing as another biophilic element to fit the feel of the sustainable “return 
to nature” vision. The wall is in an area of the building without exposure to 
natural light so adding these natural elements transformed what could’ve 
been a sterile space to a lush environment promoting wellbeing and mood 
enhancement.

This photo shows part of the design process to help 
the client to select the various types of moss and 
preserved folia used in design. We went through a 
few iterations to get the colors and textures of the 
preserved plant elements just right.

Moss wall photo showing Moss wall photo showing 
detail of moss elements detail of moss elements 
and preserved foliaand preserved folia
used. In addition to the used. In addition to the 
tufted pole moss, the pre-tufted pole moss, the pre-
served fern and asparagus served fern and asparagus 
plumosus, and amaran-plumosus, and amaran-
thus truly give this wall thus truly give this wall 
interest andinterest and
intrigue with its rich sen-intrigue with its rich sen-
sory elements found in na-sory elements found in na-
ture. As the wall is located ture. As the wall is located 
in a high foot traffic area, in a high foot traffic area, 
there is great opportunity there is great opportunity 
for many people enjoy and for many people enjoy and 
interact with natural ele-interact with natural ele-
ments multiple timesments multiple times
throughout the day. We throughout the day. We 
feel this design evokes a feel this design evokes a 
sense of calm and peace sense of calm and peace 
as one would if outside in a as one would if outside in a 
forest glen.forest glen.

What makes this design biophilic?
As the wall is located in a high foot traffic area, there is a broad opportunity 
to have many people enjoy and interact with natural elements throughout 
the day. With the various textures, this moss wall art creates a visual inter-
est drawing attention to the rich sensory elements of nature. We feel this 
design evokes a sense of calm and peace as one would if outside in a forest 
glen. The wall is in an area of the building without exposure to natural light 
so adding these natural elements transformed what could’ve been a sterile 
space to a lush environment promoting wellbeing and mood enhancement.

https://botanicaldesigns.com/


33Silver Award
Moss Wall Art
$10,001-$20,000

Project:

Moss Wall for Technology 
Company
Congratulations to:
Botanical Designs
Seattle, Washington, U.S.A

Silver Award
Grand Design
$40,001-$75,000

Project:

Mamey Restaurant      
at THesis Hotel
Congratulations to:
FosterPlants, Inc. 
Coral Gables, Florida, U.S.A

List of plants/flowers used: Live Plants: Rhapis Excelsa, Zamioculcas zamiifolia, Adonidia Palm, 
Spindle Palm, Clusia guttifera, Strelitzia nicolai, Dracaena Massangeana, Dracaena lisa Replica 
Plants: Strilitzia nicolai, English ivy, Pothos, Birdsnest ferns, Boston ferns, Strelitzia reginae, as-
sorted bromeliads & orchids, Philodendron monstera, Spanish moss, Aglaonema species,.Contain-
ers used: Restoration Hardware (Designer provided) Topdressing used: Spanish Moss (interior) 
Mexican Beach pebbles (exterior)

The story behind this design and installation:
Mamey Restaurant is a specialty tropical-themed restaurant at THesis Hotel, 
a boutique property in Coral Gables, FL. We were invited to participate in the 
project by the Design Firm. The project comprises live and replica interior 
plants and live exterior plants. Both the interior and exterior spaces were 
completely transformed by the inclusion of live and replica plants to carry off 
the “tropical jungle theme” effect.

Our designchallenge was to create a “lush tropical oasis that would enhance the indoor Our designchallenge was to create a “lush tropical oasis that would enhance the indoor 
dining experience and transport the guest to the jungle” With that in mind, we used dining experience and transport the guest to the jungle” With that in mind, we used 
live Strilitzia nicolai (White birds of paradise) for their large tropical leaves which picked live Strilitzia nicolai (White birds of paradise) for their large tropical leaves which picked 
up on the  tropical wallpaper lining two sides of the main dining room walls. To gain the up on the  tropical wallpaper lining two sides of the main dining room walls. To gain the 
necessary height that we needed, without the spread, we used 14” plants in tall tapered necessary height that we needed, without the spread, we used 14” plants in tall tapered 
fibercrete planters to achieve the biophilic design intent.fibercrete planters to achieve the biophilic design intent.

For the Intimate Dining Room we kept the replica “planting” of the For the Intimate Dining Room we kept the replica “planting” of the 
overhead platform a little more restrained and used mostly Boston overhead platform a little more restrained and used mostly Boston 
ferns with a smattering of other tropicals such as  Philodendron ferns with a smattering of other tropicals such as  Philodendron 
monstera and Staghorn ferns.monstera and Staghorn ferns.

The exterior breezeway that connects the restaurant to the Residential Lobby The exterior breezeway that connects the restaurant to the Residential Lobby 
was a vast open space that provided a blank canvas to work with. Together with was a vast open space that provided a blank canvas to work with. Together with 
our Design Partner, Carolyn Freyre, we broke the space down into “dining pods” our Design Partner, Carolyn Freyre, we broke the space down into “dining pods” 
which create lush, private and socially distanced spaces that transport the guests which create lush, private and socially distanced spaces that transport the guests 
to the Tropical Oasis that is the entire theme of Mamey Restauto the Tropical Oasis that is the entire theme of Mamey Restaurant.rant.

What makes this design biophilic?
Upon entering the indoor space of Mamey one is immediately transported 
to the lush rainforest of Central America by the abundance of live and replica 
plants that completely fill the space creating an instant sensory connection 
with nature. The expansive outdoor covered breezeway is separated into 
dining pods with the use of lush live plants dividing the spaces and creating 
social distancing solutions while also creating the sense of being whisked 
away to the forest, somewhere.

https://fosterplants.com/


34Silver Award
Atrium/Garden Plantings, Interior
Under $10,000

Project:

Naperville Woods
Congratulations to:
Khloros Plants LLC
Naperville, Illinois, U.S.A

Our new client was really looking for a transformation of their lobby planters. 
They were overlooked and overgrown. We worked with them to re-design 
the planter boxes for a more Zen & Modern feel. We achieved this by creating 
a design using custom moss boards, black rocks, and less plants. We wanted 
people to see the green moss, see the rocks and see the design.

The story behind this design and installation:

What makes this design biophilic?

We have  incorporated all 3 elements in this design, Nature in the Space, 
Natural Analogs and Nature of the Space. Viewing this design gives people 
an overall sense of calm and relives stress.

https://khlorosplants.com/


35Silver Award
Atrium/Garden Plantings, Interior
Under $10,000

Project:

Naperville Woods
Congratulations to:
Khloros Plants LLC
Naperville, Illinois, U.S.A

Silver Award
Atrium/Garden Plantings, Interior
$10,001-$20,000

Project:

SECURA Insurance Co.
Congratulations to:
Interiorscapes
Neenah, Wisconsin, U.S.A
List of plants/flowers used: Liriope, Norfolk Island Pine, Austral Gem Fern, Algerian Ivy, Aglaonema 
‘Spring Snow’, Mums Topdressing used: Lannon stone steppers, field stones, preserved mood moss 
other materials: Birch poles and branches

The story behind this design and installation:

Set in Northeast Wisconsin, this office building is off the beaten path. Wanting 
to incorporate plantings that would mimic what was right outside their building, 
we set out to design built-in planters that would bring the outdoors in.

Planters built under the staircase create quiet place to take a 
pause in an area that would normally be under utilized. Spring 
Snow Aglaonema provide a bright pop amongst the greenery.

Lannon stepping stones provide natural spacing betwe en 
plants to allow your eye to rest, create a sense of movement, 
and function as a service path for the horticultural technician.

The asymmetrical design mimics what would be found in nature while The asymmetrical design mimics what would be found in nature while 
providing a sense of movement, light and shadow. Aglaonema ‘Spring Snow providing a sense of movement, light and shadow. Aglaonema ‘Spring Snow 
’were added to replicate exterior hosta plantings while the NorfolkIsland ’were added to replicate exterior hosta plantings while the NorfolkIsland 
pines reflect the beautiful Wisconsin evergreen trees. Flowering plants pines reflect the beautiful Wisconsin evergreen trees. Flowering plants 
rotated regularly to create a sense of seasonal change Wand renewal while rotated regularly to create a sense of seasonal change Wand renewal while 
also providing a pop of color in the understory.also providing a pop of color in the understory.

https://interiorplantscapes.com/


36Silver Award
Cut Floral, Artificial Foliage & Artificial Floral Work
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Renaissance Hotel 
and Eldr + Rime 
Restaurant
Congratulations to:
Interiorscapes, Inc.
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin,U.S.A
The story behind this design and installation:
The owner envisioned guests dining under a beautiful tree with an 
expansive canopy to create the perfect picture for social media. Instead 
of one central trunk, the client wanted the tree to take up more space 
at the base of the planter. In order to create that vision, custom multi-
trunk  birch trees from Autograph Foliages were used as a starting 
point. Trees were direct shipped to our client’s location. Each tree was 
disassembled, reset in concrete and an additional 600 branches were 
added to make the canopy extend from 6’ to 14’ tip to tip. Additional 
trunks were also added to mimic the birch trees seen just outside the 
restaurant windows. The owner wanted the trees to look as authentic 
as possible, therefore every detail was scrutinized. In order to create the 
canopy and fullness they envisioned, our team hand wrapped artificial 
birch foliage to real birch branches and then hand selected and placed 
the 600 branches along the trunks. To create a natural tapered top,  
hand selected birch branches were attached to the sawed off trunks. 
The effect at night is quite stunning. Almost 149 hours of labor went into 
creating these beautiful custom birch trees. In addition to the custom 
trees, a trellis and planter were installed in the bar area. The trellis was 
chosen by the architect and we provided the plants and natural ele-
ments. In keeping with the Scandinavian esthetic, we limited the types 
and quantity of artificial plants – choosing a more minimalist design.

What makes this design biophilic?

Being surrounded by nature while partaking in 
one of the most basic of human needs – eating 
– is multisensory. The light creating shadows of 
the branches overhead, the texture of the moss 
and bark of the trees create a multisensory 
experience connecting you to nature. Greenery 
provides a background to the clean Scandina-
vian design, your eyes can’t help but gravitate 
towards the lush foliage. This creates a sense 
of grounding and calm in the midst of a busy 
restaurant space.

The trellis planter in the bar is the first thing you The trellis planter in the bar is the first thing you 
see upon entry from   the outdoors. Biophilic in see upon entry from   the outdoors. Biophilic in 
nature the planter sets the tone for the design  nature the planter sets the tone for the design  
within the restaurant itself.within the restaurant itself.

Symmetry of design is soothing to the eye and 
creates a sense of calm.  While the green of the 
tree foliage is a fresh welcome in a monocratic
dining room.

https://interiorplantscapes.com/


37Silver Award
Cut Floral, Artificial Foliage & Artificial Floral Work
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Renaissance Hotel 
and Eldr + Rime 
Restaurant
Congratulations to:
Interiorscapes, Inc.
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin,U.S.A

https://www.mossbarn.com/Default.asp
https://www.instagram.com/iplantsmagazine/


38Bronze Award
Cut Floral, Artificial Foliage & Artificial Floral Work
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

Mall at Green Hills
Congratulations to:
Planterra Corporation
Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A
List of plants/flowers used: All replica- Selloum philodendron, Alocasia, Sprengerii Bush, Sedum Bush, 
Echeveria, Dusty Miller, Spanish Moss Vine, Hoya Bush, Amaranthus, lavender, Ficus lyrata.  Contain-
ers used: Campania Urban Mews, Anamese Topdressing used: Grey American Moss(where needed)

The story behind this design and installation:
This existing mall went through an extensive update and redesign. 
We were commissioned by the owner and architect. They involved 
us in the planning and research for the customer demographics 
and landed on the style of “Southern Grace,” which incorporates 
lush textures with modern sensibilities. The replica arrangements 
were pre-assembled at our production studio and shipped to the 
project destination. The arrangements were made in liner pots and 
dropped into various planters.

This cluster 
of pots with 
various sizes of 
arrangements is 
used in the mall 
design for visual 
waymarking.

What makes this design biophilic?
This design breathes life into this shopping mall renovation. The client 
wanted plants and flowers for focal points but required all he material 
to be replica. Even though the plants are not alive, the replica plants 
provide biophilic elements by offering natural visits and natural ana-
logues. Each location was strategically selected as points of interest, to 
help guide the mall shopper to the next coordinator or offer an viting 
area to rest with soft seating accompanied by beautiful arrangements.

https://planterra.com/


39Bronze Award
Cut Floral, Artificial Foliage & Artificial Floral Work
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

Mall at Green Hills
Congratulations to:
Planterra Corporation
Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A

Bronze Award
Cut Floral, Artificial Foliage & Artificial Floral Work
$30,001-$40,000

Project:

Corporate Offices
Congratulations to:
NPK Associates, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A
List of plants/flowers used: Artificial Plants: Chlorophytum comosum, Zamioculcas zamiifolia, 
Fittonia vine, Philodendron vine, Birds Nest Fern, Olive Tree

The story behind this design and installation:
The old post office in Chicago, built in 1921, had been vacated 
by the US Postal Service in favor of a new facility in 1997. Since 
then, the structure sat unused. Many plans were considered, in-
cluding demolition, mixed residential/retail, and even a casino. 
Developers settled on preserving the architectural history and 
converting the 16 million-square-foot structure into commercial 
office space. The Pepsico corporation contacted us to submit 
our design recommendations in competition with 2 other 
interiorscapers. From that presentation, we were selected to be 
the interiorscape contractor. All presentations and discussions 
were held pre-construction and online. It was clear that the en-
vironment was not going to be conducive to live plantings. The 
interiorscape focus was around the amenities area in the center 
of the floor plan, away from any natural light. All supplemental 
lighting was to be focused on the corporate brand and archi-
tectural accent lighting. The decision was made to use artificial 
plant material throughout the amenities area. From that point 
forward, we collaborated with the interior designer through a 
series of inspiration images and sketches to develop the “Natu-
ral Environment” using artificial plantings.

https://npkassociates.com/


40Gold Award
Green Roof or Rooftop Gardens (containerized)
$40,001-$75,000

Project:

The Moonrise Hotel
Congratulations to:
Growing Green Inc
Saint Louis, Missouri, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
Our client Moonrise Hotel does things their way on their time. This 
boutique hotel, located on the famous Delmar loop in St. Louis, has 
an eclectic look and feel. As the hotel website states,” The Moonrise 
Hotel creates an unforgettable experience for each guest by bringing 
them on a journey through space and time with a smooth landing 
on satisfaction”. Everything in their space says, “look at me”! When 
you pull up the main entrance, there are landscaped pockets and 
pots with colorful plantings. As you enter the building you immedi-
ately notice the staircase risers that go to the 2nd floor are lit up and 
change colors. Wow, this place is cool. But wait, you haven’t seen the 
best part! Look up and you can see a large moon hovering over the 
building. Up on the rooftop are both indoor areas as well as a large 
outdoor patio/bar. This is the are where they want some WOW factor. 
This is where they want to create comfort that gets visitors to stay 
a while. The space is large, has a wonderful view, but lacks a certain 
ambiance. A garage door opens to the bar facing the outdoor space, 
but the area is a bit lackluster. Our task is to bring life to this space as 
they add tables and pockets of luxe furniture for seating. The client 
asks for height and division of areas, oh and the planters need to be 
moveable for events. Hmmm! We sourced some rectangle planters 
from ASI and mount custom castors on the bottom to make them 
moveable. Now, for the height…this is a windy rooftop. We discuss 
the option of Ficus trees or Hibiscus standards, but we are worried 
they will lean or topple over. The designer decides to order obelisk 

What a beautiful space for a wed-What a beautiful space for a wed-
ding! The obelisk’s lend a certain ding! The obelisk’s lend a certain 
formal look to give the rooftop the formal look to give the rooftop the 
perfect wedding vibe. And all of the perfect wedding vibe. And all of the 
white blossoms of the mandevilla, white blossoms of the mandevilla, 
dipladenia and vinca really compli-dipladenia and vinca really compli-
ment the wedding feel.ment the wedding feel.

http://www.growinggreen.com/


41Gold Award
Green Roof or Rooftop Gardens (containerized)
$40,001-$75,000

Project:

The Moonrise Hotel
Congratulations to:
Growing Green Inc
Saint Louis, Missouri, U.S.A

trellises and plant vines on them to create the 
height the client is asking for. Again, there is 
worry about the wind factor, so the installation 
team devises a plan to secure the trellises to the 
bottom of the containers. We then fill with soil 
and prep the Mandevilla. They come pre-grown 
on their own wooden trellis, so we carefully 
unwind each vine from the exiting trellis and 
wind it up the new one. What a tedious process! 
The vines are looking good, now we fill in with 
underplantings of Setcreasea Purple heart and 
trailing pink flowering vinca. New seating is ar-
ranged, and the moveable planters are placed 
between seating areas to create nooks where 
those who gather can have some privacy cre-
ated by nature. Other free-standing planters are 
placed in groupings near entrance to the roof-
top, the bar, and the side terrace. Most of these 
plantings are anchored with white flowering 
Dipladenia trees, Croton Mammy, and Jasmine 
bushes. Under-plantings finish off the look 
to these lush new planters. The roof top has a 
completely different look and feel to it – it feels 
alive, fresh, comfortable, someplace you want 
to stay a while. The white flowering Mandevilla 
look especially stunning at night and compli-
ment the glowing “Moon” that hangs overhead 
the rooftop. What makes this design biophilic?

This space is generally open to the public, but can also be rented out for special events 
and makes a great wedding venue. We have hosted our own company events in this 
space before and the idea of being inside in a protected area, but the views of the 
beautiful rooftop garden just outside is a draw. When you are inside looking out, you 
just can’t wait to go out those doors and get a closer look at the plants. This space 
rents for top dollar now that we have helped them create a rooftop garden. For this 
design, we really worked to incorporate nature in the space – lots of lush plants climb-
ing up the trellises and spilling out over the sides. That visual connection with nature 
that plants provide  was really the element that was going to get people to stay a while 
longer (and spend a little more $). As humans we are naturally drawn to nature, and 
by incorporating plants on the rooftop we helped to create  comfortable and inviting 
spaces. This is a rooftop garden, so the fresh air and sunshine are plentiful as well as 
a view of the stars at night or the city lights. The ability to be outside on a rooftop, but 
have the comforts of a luxury patio and a garden feel make it a place that visitors want 
to come back to over and over again.

http://www.growinggreen.com/


42Bronze Award
Hotel Pools and Resorts
$30,001-$40,000

Project:

Marriott Hotel 
Redesign
Congratulations to:
NPK Associates, Inc.
Chicago,Illinois U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:

The Marriott Hotel organization contacted our design team to collaborate 
on the interiorscape design needs for their pool and lobbies. They were 
embarking on a transformative transition of the hotel decor from bright, 
harsh 90s colors to a softer, more on-trend natural pallet. The architect’s 
vision board included the title line “Nature in Balance”: a place where 
nature and industry co-exist in balance. Our initial presentation included 
inspiration images of past projects and images of elements that would 
bring nature indoors. We Bring Life Into Buildings, so our creative team 
had the unique challenge of satisfying the hotel’s request of creating a 
“contemporary landscape” with a limited budget.

The use of birch poles and river rock 
allowed us to create the illusion of a 
natural forested river bed. Negative 
space and repetitive use of other 
design elements helped achieve the 
client’s vision for their space and stay 
within their budget parameters.

What makes this design biophilic?

The initial phase of the re-design removed the harsh, cold blue 
painted concrete edges by cladding the planters with wood. The 
presence of natural light and water in the pool were obvious ele-
ments already existing to bring “Nature in Balance” with the in-
door environment. Our goal was to add to the human response 
by introducing other biomorphic patterns and elements that 
you would see in nature. Natural birch, river rock, moss, assorted 
textures, and a pop of color enriched the human experience. 
Even the use of faux plant materials that mimic nature added 
to the physiological and psychological benefits of the biophilic 
design created for the pool.

https://npkassociates.com/
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http://www.cdplants.com/
http://www.americangranby.com/files/PublicDownloads/RepressurizeInst.pdf
http://www.americangranby.com/AQUAmatics.aspx


44Gold Award
Holiday Decor, Short Term Rentals & Special Events
$30,001-$40,000

Project:

401 Park (Holiday)
Congratulations to:
Cityscapes
Boston, Mass, U.S.A

List of plants/flowers used: Seasonal Plant arrangement: -Selaginella kraussiana (Frosty Fern) - Kalanchoe blossfeldiana -Cupressus sempervirens -                    
Cupressus macrocarpa ‘Goldcrest’ (Lemon Cypress) - Ardisia crenata - Phalaenopsis orchid
Other materials or holiday materials: Baubles, assorted ornaments, cage tree, faux wreaths, grapevine wreaths, lanterns, picks, lights, sinamay,

The story behind this design and installation:
401 Park, a building that locals call Landmark Center or the Sears building, sits at the edge of Metropolitan Boston. It is one 
of the area’s only Art Deco buildings. It has a tower with panoramic views, and it faces the edge of one of Boston’s largest 
parks, a crucial chain to Frederick Law Olmstead’s Emerald Necklace. The latest version of this building offers office spaces 
upstairs, with retail and dining open to the public on the ground level, but its original intent was much different. This build-
ing was designed and built for Sears in 1929 to be used as a distribution center for mail order goods. The history of this 
building was so important to the architects and designers, that gadgets, toys, and tools that were packaged and shipped 
out the building are on display in the upper section of the atrium. One cannot help but think, how many of these artifacts 
were once holiday gifts? Our company had already implemented successful plantscaping design in the building’s atrium, 
when we were challenged to design holiday décor that met those same desires of preserving and uplifting the building’s 
story. This time, instead of paying homage solely to the New England forest and softening the building’s industrial charac-
teristics, we reached into a bit of New England culture that our company holds near and dear. The theme we designed for 
401 Park included industrial tin textures and weathered woods, accented by muted reds, dusty metallics, and a touch of 
sparkling magic. Our design team was nostalgic for winter holidays in Northern New England. A place dappled with small 
mill towns, where brick lined streets quickly give way to the rolling countryside, rustic farms, and snow-covered mountains. 
Nostalgia and biophilia are met in harmony with 401 Park’s holiday décor. We created a space that grounds and comforts 
visitors while transporting them to a familiar place that is both real and nestled in their memories.

https://bostoncityscapes.com/


45Gold Award
Holiday Decor, Short Term Rentals & Special Events
$30,001-$40,000

Project:

401 Park (Holiday)
Congratulations to:
Cityscapes
Boston, Mass, U.S.A

Left: The rectangular shape of this grapevine wreath played off the tall rectangu-
lar pillars and glass panes seen throughout the building’s design. The choice to 
incorporate this wooden grape-vine wreath mimics the wooden elements found in 
the statement tree at the atriums entrance. With baubles dotted like berries on a 
fruit bush, the wreath is a balance between man-made and natural. With nostalgic 
holiday elements like bells, it communicates the sentiment of the holiday season 
without being too overpowering.

Above: Lanterns are an important visual bridge between the industrial charac-
teristics of the architecture and the nostalgia and magic of the holiday décor. 
The order of small to large eases visual transition and helps the holiday tree 
blend right in with the atrium. It feels both natural and organic, like it came 
straight out of a Dickens novel.

What makes this design biophilic?
Balancing biophilic design and drawing connections to the 
building’s original history was a core goal when working on 
401 Park. The building’s architecture is an amazing display 
of its simple, yet historic story. All our designs in this build-
ing complement its history, while transforming the visitor’s 
experience to a place of familiarity and nostalgia. Transfor-
mation is key in this holiday design. With an eighteen-foot 
tree as its center piece, our designers competed with large 
architectural elements such as 30-foot glass walls, oversized 
concrete columns and more. This design reminds visitors 
of a New England countryside. The incorporation of rustic 
lanterns, bells, snowshoes and skis all bring back childhood 
memories of holidays in the countryside. Many nostalgic 
childhood items from the Sears catalog are on display as 
artifacts from the building’s time as a shipping center. Nos-
talgia and biophilia go hand in hand. 

Many New Englanders have a strong connection to the outdoors. 
Camping, hiking, hunting, and fishing are all prevalent hobbies for 
many of us. This holiday décor played on the shapes, textures, and 
colors of these familiar activities. One could almost feel the warmth 
radiating from this design like that from a wood burning stove in a 
cabin. The only inclusion of bright color was accents of crimson red, 
which popped against the prevalence of natural evergreen texture. Our 
statement tree was further emphasized by the inclusion of a vignette of 
lanterns and industrial furniture pieces. There is an imperfect symme-
try and balance found there that is often found in nature, a feeling of 
randomness underlined by a sense of purpose. The existing plantscap-
ing also gives way to the holiday décor, as the containers were moved 
to help create the transition into this above-and beyond holiday scene. 
The pairing of indoor plants and holiday décor made the plants look 
less tropical, more like they belonged at the edge of an evergreen for-
est. This building sits at the edge of a busy commercial and retail neigh-
borhood. The holiday décor at 401 park turns the building’s atrium 

https://bostoncityscapes.com/


46Silver Award
Holiday Decor, Short Term Rentals & Special Events
$75,001-$100,000

Project:

Saint Louis University 
Hospital
Congratulations to:
Growing Green Inc
Saint Louis, Missouri, U.S.A

What makes this design biophilic?
This design was specifically created to mimic the look of 
nature with theuse of many natural materials and those 
that mimic natural patterns. We chose flocked branches, 
frosted berries, natural vine balls, twigs and muted silver 
and apple green balls complimented by natural and moss 
green colored burlap. Our hope when creating this design 
was to create a connection with nature even though the 
custom designed pieces were in a hospital. We know that 
biophilic design can reduce stress, improve our well-being, 
and expedite healing, which is so important in a health 
care facility. I many cases in the hospital we chose not to 
use the traditional PVC greenery, but to choose base items 
that were more natural, such as twig wreaths and gar-
lands. The natural analogues of this design paired with the 
natural base elements creates a wonderful representation 
of biophilic design.

We can see the construction cranes from our office. That is how close Saint Louis 
University (SLU) Hospital is to us. We watched the project progress over several 
years, always keeping in communication with our contact person on the status. 
SLU has been a holiday client of ours for many years. Their previous hospital was 
old and historic looking, while the new building took on a sleek, all-glass look. 
We knew their old décor would not suffice in the new space. In the past, they 
have chosen traditional holiday looks. 

However, after we first stepped into the still under construction space of their 
new building, we knew that the traditional red & gold look was not what was go-
ing to compliment the space. The new look included wood, lots of natural light, 
artwork depicting nature scenes, earthy colors, and a natural toned terrazzo 
floor. 

We had just the right look! Tannenbaum! Tannenbaum was a design we created 
several years back to give potential clients a very natural look for their holiday 
theme, that echoed the feel of the outdoors. Frosted branches, natural colored 
vine balls, iced berries, twigs and some muted silver and apple green balls 
complimented with burlap ribbon are the elements that make up this design. 
Tannenbaum has become popular in part because of its elegant style, but also 
because it depicts a natural winter look, less associated with the traditional look 
of “Christmas”. Wanting to harbor a feeling of inclusion, SLU asked us to set-up 
their manger scene, but to also install a Menorah and create a Kwanzaa display 
as well. We received many positive comments on these scenes over the next few 
weeks of installations. 

This holiday installation was like no other. Of course, the construction of the new 
hospital and the move of all staff, patients, and supplies over to the new hospital 
was quite a feat in itself and Covid-19 further complicated the project!

The story behind this design and installation:

http://www.growinggreen.com/


47Silver Award
Holiday Decor, Short Term Rentals & Special Events
$75,001-$100,000

Project:

Saint Louis University 
Hospital
Congratulations to:
Growing Green Inc
Saint Louis, Missouri, U.S.A

https://seasonscapes.com/
https://www.landscapeprofessionals.org/LP/Certification/LP/Certification/interior-technician.aspx


48Bronze Award
Holiday Decor, Short Term Rentals & Special Events
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Cushman & Wakefield
Congratulations to:
Botanical Designs
Seattle, Washington, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
Client desired their holiday décor to personify the pillars of their global 
outreach – including preservation of natural resources and access to 
clean water. To bring their vision to life, we created an ethereal landscape 
with life-sized replica maple trees (symbolizing balance, promise, and lon-
gevity) and standing arrangements constructed of faux birch branches. 
We decorated with ornaments in colors representing their global out-
reach pillars - copper, icy blue, silver, lime, and magenta. Plant containers, 
table bowls, the base of the maple trees, and the standing arrangements 
were decorated with these thematic ornaments giving the spaces the 
feel of fall warmth and winter frost. It was important to the client that we 
use faux/replica materials instead of“harvesting” natural live elements – 
using materials that could be repurposed and reused for holiday décor 
over multiple years. To add to the magical feeling, the glittering copper 
leaves of the maple trees and standing arrangements were lit by LED 
lighting. We created terrariums as microcosms to hang from the branch-
es of the standing arrangements. To represent natural elements, we used 
faux copper pine spray, sea glass and sand.

What makes this design biophilic?
This whimsical landscape design brought a representation of nature 
indoors and invited all to enjoy and interact with its beauty. With the 
natural theme and color scheme, we symbolized the company’s pillars of 
preservation of natural resources and access to clean water. The design 
fostered connections between the employees and the environment to 
enhance their relationship as members of a purposeful community.

Client desired their holiday 
décor to personify the pillars of 
their global outreach – including 
preservation of natural resources 
and access to clean water. To bring 
their vision to life, we created an 
ethereal landscape with life-sized 
replica maple trees (symbolizing 
balance, promise, and longevity).

https://botanicaldesigns.com/


49Bronze Award
Holiday Decor, Short Term Rentals & Special Events
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Cushman & Wakefield
Congratulations to:
Botanical Designs
Seattle, Washington, U.S.A

Bronze Award
Holiday Decor, Short Term Rentals & Special Events
Under $10,000

Project:

Freedom Business 
Center
Congratulations to:
Batch-O Blooms
Oreland, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

The story behind this design and installation:
We were contracted to design and install 5 Replica Holiday Tree’s  ranging from 
7.5’ -12’ in several lobbies of this office campus. They were looking for an ‘Out of the 
Box Design and Color Theme’. While doing the walk-thru I noticed the Modern Art 
Painting on the walls and determined that was the way to go with coordinating 
the décor to the Art. This client did not want Traditional Décor in any way, shape or 
fashion. We achieved the design using the abstract colors and textures to represent 
nature in it’s modern form.

This 12’ Replica tree is 
adorned in the color theme 
to mimic the paintings 
behind it. Blues, Minty 
Greens, Yellow/Golds in 
ornaments and elements 
complimented the Art.

In this lobby the client wanted 
a design in Reds and Silvers 
that lookedlike fireworks ex-
ploding. The 7.5’ Replica LED 
lights with the SilverSprays 
shooting out all over the tree 
accomplished what the client 
was asking for.

This Tree is so outside the box 
in the way of color combina-
tions. Orange, Hot Pink and 
Deep Red along with a Mus-
tard Yellow combine together 
to enhance the abstract Art 
painting. This combination 
sounds like it wouldn’t work 
together but it does in a 
magical ‘Holiday’ way! This 
tree was the favorite of all the 
tenants who were following 
us throughout the install.

What makes this design biophilic?
With the Color Themes and Ornamentation used (Replica Flowers and Plants) Bio-
philia was achieved by using these elements. Stepping outside the box with the use 
of the Replica was bringing Nature outside In! The elements of Succulents, Tillandsia 
, Hydrangea, Poinsettia’s arenot your typical ornamentation, thee client and her ten-
ants were extremely pleased with the results of our design.

https://batchoblooms.com/


50Platinum Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

The offices at 4th & 5th IPIC Entertainment

Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
The Offices at 4th & 5th IPIC Entertainment Delray Beach, FL A major Florida exterior art piece was what the town and developer requested
for the project and our greenwall system was an ideal choice. It was chosen not only because of its proven success but it also allowed for an
intricate plant design to match the intended building. When construction of the massive 84,300 SF complex in Delray Beach, FL began there
was a lot of concern that a concrete jungle was going to take over the small beach town. The green wall was proposed for the SE corner of
the building which would encompass nearly 2,000 square feet to “green” the building and enhance the tropical appeal of the town. Our
in-house Designer, had lived less than one block from this area and realized the vantage point for most would be driving or walking south
on busy Federal Highway, one of the main routes through town. She presented a biophilic design leading viewers’ eyes down the one-way
street with its sweeping interactive curves and textured colorful tropical foliage. The wall is 22’ tall by 80’ wide using 1716 1’by1’ stainless steel
panels with rock wool inserts. They hold 20,580 plants in 9 varieties that make up the design. Plants were chosen not only for their color
and growth habit but for their ability to adapt to the vertical aspect they would live in going forward. The panels were planted at a local 
nursery and allowed to grow for 4 months before being delivered to the prepared site for the biophilic art install. The customized irrigation
system for this project is made up of 14 zones and automated irrigation drip irrigation, with a fertilization injector built into the system
programmed according to the season and need of the plants to minimize water usage. A boom lift is used every 2 weeks for maintaining, 
evaluating and pruning the plants. A family of Iguanas have taken up residence in the wall but so far don’t appear to be eating
the foliage --- or maybe they are just helping to keep it pruned! How biophilic is that! The lights that highlight the wall at night were not
originally spec’d into the job but as soon as it went up the owners wanted to highlight it at night as well so that delayed completion for
awhile. “The green wall at IPIC instantly became a focal point for our city and downtown area,” says Carol Perez with Grant Thornbrough &
Associates Landscape Architecture. “The green wall through its shapes, colors, and textures of the plant material is an artistry for the entire 
community to enjoy.”

The panels, 1716 one by one pan-
els planted with 20,592 plants. 
It grew for 4 months until being 
delivered for the install.

A view of the 
curvilinear 
design from 
an angle to 
begin seeing 
the different 
weaving in 
and out of 
the plants, 
texture, 
depth & 
dimension
that gives it 
much more 
interest. 

What makes this 
design biophilic?

The plants cover a con-
crete facade on the build-
ing facing the street
helping not only visually 
but also muffles noice 
from traffic while clean-
ing the air. The systems 
waste-reducing drip ir-
rigation system minimizes 
water usage. The design is 
consists of soft interweav-
ing curves leading your 
eye down the one way 
street naturally as well.

https://gsky.com/


51Platinum Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

The offices at 4th & 5th IPIC Entertainment

Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

Right:
The frames had been 
installed on the wall so 
now it was time to
assemble and install the 
planted panels on the 
wall.

List of plants/flowers used:
Trachelospernum Asiaticum Jas-
mine ‘Minima; Alternanthera Yellow
Wide Leaf - Golden leafed Joeseph’s 
Coat. Scefflera Arboricola
‘Luseane’, Ficus elastica ‘Burgundy’, 
Asparagus densiflorus ‘Springeri’
fern Microsorium Scolopendria 
Lauae Hawaiian Wart Fern
Philodendron Burle Marx, Trachelo-
spermum Asiaticum Varigated,
Croton Codiaeum varigatum 
‘Mammy’

Containers used: 1716 - 1’by1’ Stain-
less Steel panels with rockwool 
inserts containing 12 holes each 
holding an assigned plant plug to 
make up the design

https://gsky.com/


52Platinum Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$30,001-$40,,000
Project:
USG Biomedical Sciences and Engineering facility 
at Universities of Shady Grove

Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
USG Biomedical, Sciences and Engineering facility at Universities of
Shady Grove This project was designed as part of a LEED Platinum
project at the university. The wall is along the staircase leading to the
second floor. Some have equated it to hiking while walking on the
staircase with the lush foliage adjacent. It was designed to appear as
an extension of the east courtyard exterior environment flowing into the
building. The plants are designed with a natural soft curving flow which
may denote movement and nature. They had requested the plants be
the same plants used outdoors but that would drastically affect the
sustainability of the plants. Tropical plants were used with primarily
shades of green that flow with the exterior plants through to sitting
areas complementing the colors in the furniture and other textiles.
Michael Singer Studios designed and installed sculptural pieces that
exist on the exterior of the building as well as incorporating them into
the wall, again, providing flow from the outside to the interior. The living
wall is 280 sq. ft with an average height standing with a height between
2’ – 13’ in increments along the staircase and is 35’3” wide. It contains
1701 4” tropical potted plants and is irrigated via a patented drip system
with a built-in nutrient injector. A ladder was used for the install and
maintenance. Oasis Plantscaping was involved in the installation and
provides maintenance for the wall. Even though there is a bank of
windows along the top of the wall, supplemental LED lighting was
installed to enhance and make-up for the dreary short days during the
winter. The wall enlivens the space, promotes gathering, helps clean
the air, and provides acoustical benefits while adding interest bringing
nature to the space.

Below:
We were able to design the system to allow the sculptural pieces thathad 
been installed in the gardens outside to exist in the natural  foliage inside 
promoting a continuity of exterior to interior.

https://gsky.com/
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Right:
You can see the top 
of the wall visually 
blends the outside 
to the inside with 
the foliage also 
blending with the 
fabric in the chairs 
and textiles. The 
wall enlivens the 
space providing 
acoustical 
softening, & filters 
the air.

What makes this design biophilic?
1. merging the exterior to the interior visually with a natural of flow of 
plants 2. plantings in shades of green surrounding the artwork
incorporated into the wall. 3.shade of green plants that compliment 
the interior design textiles, 4. enlivens the space & cleans the air . 5. 
helps has filter noise 6. water efficient system 
7. promotes love of nature

List of plants/flowers used: Philodendron 
Cordatum, Syngonium P. White Butterfly 
Synogonium, chefflera arboricola ‘Luseane’, 
Ficus elastica ‘Burgundy, Asplenium Ruffled 
Birds Nest Fern , Dracaena compacta ‘Janet 
Craig’

Containers used: 1701 4” Potted Plants

Along with the 
patented drip 
irrigation system, 
nutrient injec-
tor, LED lighting 
and selection of 
appropriate plant 
material the wall is 
extremely sustain-
able and helps 
create a great 
gathering space.

https://gsky.com/


54Gold Award
Green wall plus
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Stantec Consulting – Collaborative 
and Community Spaces

Congratulations to:
Greenjeans Interiorscape Ltd.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

The story behind this design and installation:
Stantec is a local success story – a global engineering, architectural and design firm that started as a one-person office in our city in 1954. 
Stantec is a community-focused organization that holds sustainability as a key purpose, promise and value. In 2019, Stantec began the 
move from several office locations downtown to their new home in Stantec Tower – our newest skyscraper and western Canada’s tallest 
building. Stantec facilities management challenged us to create a plantscape for their new home using the diverse plants and planters 
that were existing in their various offices. Their design team had plans to implement some new living walls in the space, however that 
was as far as the budget for new product went. The brief was clear – recycle and reuse the existing assets, and keep it cost-effective and 
simple. Our plantscape solution needed to serve selected private executive and office spaces, but primarily to enhance the client-facing 
collaborative areas of the open, modern new space with a bold biophilic design, while optimizing sustainability. The majority of the client’s 
existing metal-clad office planter inventory from the head office building was dated and unsuitable for use in their beautiful new space. 
However, over the years they had amassed a collection of 15 large concrete planters for indoor and outdoor use. Another building had a 
nice variety of modern office planters that were in good condition, but scale-wise these were best suited to office spaces - not exciting or 
large enough to execute animpactful, bold design for the airy, open-concept collaborative spaces in the new highrise. The dated planters 
were sent to an ecostation for recycling and the plants were kept for re-use. The remaining regularsized modern planters were allocated 
for re-use in selected executive and office areas. The large concrete planters were the key to a bold new design for the Stantec community 
spaces. We re-finished all the concrete planters in a neutral colour of the client’s choice. The six largest planters were reinvented as “jungle 
planters” – mixed massed plantings of the client’s existing plants, arranged to offer lush contrasting textures and colours, and enhanced 
with a blooming Orchid (reinvention of the client’s old colour rotation). Nine medium-sized planters were refinished to create matching 
sets of 14” foliage in key areas like the reception and café. On to the new living walls – the Stantec design team was invested in creating a 
biophilic experience for all employees, so they included in a living feature wall for every kitchen/cafeteria space on every floor of employee 
workspace (total of 14 floors). Stantec specified the wall placement, and procured and installed the hardware. Our part was to design, 
source, prepare and install the plant material. The client designed each feature wall to be finished in beautifully biophilic “recovered” 
timber planking. This planking was stained in a variety of hues and provided plenty of visual interest, so we kept our planting plan modern 
and simple - a single species for each wall to echo the architectural intention and clearly defined pattern of planking

Below: Jungle planter showing contrasting heights, 
textures and colours. Trailing and overflowing plants 
give a feeling of generous natural abundance.

Left: Living feature wall in an employee kitchen 
space. The variegation of Chlorophytum plays well 
with the white furniture.

https://greenjeansinteriorscape.ca/


55Gold Award
Green wall plus
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Stantec Consulting – Collaborative 
and Community Spaces

Congratulations to:
Greenjeans Interiorscape Ltd.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

List of plants/flowers used:
Living wall species: Microsorum, Syngonium (syn. Nephthytis), Spathiphyllum, Asparagus densiflorus, Pothos, Fatsia. Plantscape species: 
Concrete planters containing mixed tropical plants of various sizes and varieties. Species from the client’s existing inventory include: 
Ficus, Dracaena, Aglaonema, Schefflera, Chlorophytum, Microsorum, Chamaedorea, Kentia, Pothos, Orchid.

Containers used:
Living walls – Breathe Walls by DIRTT; Plantscape – assorted existing client-owned concrete planters: Contempra Rounds, 
Barkman, refinished locally to Grey / Contempra Squares, Barkman, refinished locally to Grey

Topdressing used: Aspen Moss, green

Above:
A living feature wall with a single species planting of Fatsia in an
employee kitchen space. Note how the asymmetrical wall lengths and
heights respect the architectural intention and echo the defined pattern
of planking.

Right: Fourteen kitchen/cafeteria spaces on the employee 
workspace levels of the highrise give staff a connection to 
nature and biophilic experience via the living feature walls. 
Note the great choice of wood elements on the furniture 
that tie so nicely with the recovered timber planking on 
the wall. The single species planting here is Spathiphyllum 
“Domino”.

What makes this design biophilic?

Live plants in the built environment create an instant 
connection to nature. The living walls in the employee 
cafeteria spaces provide highimpact living energy at 
eye-level. They enhance a sense of harmony between 
the natural wood feature walls and the modern 
kitchen fittings & conveniences. 

The designers chose furniture with natural wood com-
ponents for a cohesive design and further biophilic 
elements. For the collaborative space plantscape, 
industrial-style concrete planters overflowing with soft 
foliage repeat the juxtaposition of modernism and 
natural elements. The use of full, bushy and trailing 
plants gives a feeling of natural abundance and plant-
ers overflowing with life. Orchids provide blooming 
interest - as epiphytes, they tie in nicely to the Jungle 
concept - and a beautiful focal point amongst the 
abundance of foliage.

https://greenjeansinteriorscape.ca/


56Gold Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Opal Grand Resort & Spa
Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
The Grand Opal Oceanfront Resort and Spa The all-new Monkey Bar at Opal Grand Oceanfront Resort & Spa on the ocean is Delray
Beach’s newest restaurant and lounge where you can enjoy handcrafted cocktails, lighter fare, and a beautiful location to “hang” for a
night out with family, friends, and coworkers. Located just off the newly renovated lobby of the hotel you can enjoy the lush curved living wall 
at the Monkey Bar. It is touted as natural habitat where monkey business is highly encouraged. We were asked to do this project the last week 
of Nov. 2020 and they wanted it installed before the end of the year. Some of the challenges we dealt with besides the COVID lockdowns, were
shipping nightmares exacerbated by the holidays and plant shortages. The team sprang into action doing the shop drawings for the greenwall
making adjustments for the curve in the wall. We used the 8 pot trays for the majority of the wall but used 2 pot and 3 pot trays to form the
curve. This project is a great example of all that goes into a successful wall: shop drawings; logistics to gather and get all materials;
coordination on site with a GC; installation during chaotic work going on; plant acquisition and placement; and follow up with all the electrical
issues. Our in-house plant designer, used a mixture of tropical plants mixed with some larger leaf ones normally not used. This was to add
an element of “jungle” to the Monkey Bar, AND out of necessity due to plant shortages. The benefits of biophilia are evident in the welcoming
presence of plants and wood in a tight space which creates a comfortable mood for their clientel. One of the positives of this is that
since the bar, (which has become our new happy hour bar since its down the street from the office), we get to monitor the new varieties of
plants not normally used to see how they do. We found a few we really like and have been incorporating them in other projects this year! The
benefits of biophilia are evident in the welcoming presence of plants and wood in a tight space which creates a comfortable mood for their
clientel.

https://gsky.com/


57Gold Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Opal Grand Resort & Spa
Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

What makes this design 
biophilic?
The design involving tropical 
plants and wood creates a com-
fortable, natural environment 
for the Monkey Bar. Beside the 
obvious acoustical, water efficient 
system, LED lighting, & air quality 
value it brings people
together.

The design used different tropical foliage curving softly highlighting texture, color, depth & dimension highlighting the love of nature and 
well being. We are told most people request to sit next to the wall loving the feeling they get of peace and contentment. Beside the ben-
efits of improving air quality, acoustical and visual benefits happiness emerges from a healthy environment. The wall system was able to 
conform to the wall which has a soft curve for a more natural gathering space with our 2 pot and 3 pot trays placed strategically to form the 
curve. 

List of plants/flowers used:
Syngonium pedophyllum White 
Butterfly, Calathea Medallion, 
Dracaena
Limelight, Ficus Elastica ‘Burgun-
dy’, Codiaeum Mammy, Schefflera
arboricila ‘Luseane’, , Asplenium 
‘Ruffled Victoria Birdsnest Fern’
Begonia Rex Mix, Calathea Lan-
cifolia

Containers used: 1220 4” potted 
plants

Bottom right: : From the lobby the 
lush wall is viewed through the open 
wood slatted wall bringing nature to 
the jungle bar.

https://gsky.com/


58Gold Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$40,001-$75,000

Project:

BC College of the Rockies
Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
BC College of the Rockies at the Kootenay Centre at the Cranbrook Campus We love this wall not only for the positive environmental
features (plants and wood) it brings to their public meeting and gathering space but for the unique way it incorporates living framed art.
This great feature was designed into the space replacing a vine container system previously installed by others. It had pothos planted
into a planter box with poles extending 28’ into the air that never accomplished what it had been envisioned to do. Caleb Willems with
Elevate Your Landscape, a full-service lawn care company brought the challenge to us on behalf of the college so their vision of an indoor
sustainable living wall would no longer be a vision but would be reality. The design intent for this wall was to bring live plants and nature
indoors even during the cold long winters there. Our in-house designer envisioned a contiguous design flowing from frame to frame of a
mountain range in their area. The plants chosen were interior tropical plants for sustainability but were placed to paint the picture. She chose
the mountain range after being told, “Mountains represents our area of pride, mountains are a sign of our way of life.” She also gave them an
option of contemporary art with plants that could be changed like an art show when wanted but they love their mountains and chose that
design. One of the great features of this living wall system is you can move the potted plants around any time and have another piece of art!
Our project lead and his team worked with them to recycle the white post beam structures the pothos were supposed to grow on originally.
The project includes 22 framed walls , 11 are 4’X4’ and 11 are 4’x7’. It was a little more complicated than replacing it with a solid wall but the
benefits of recycling the existing structure and incorporating custom maple wood frames was better and less weight for the older buildings
existing brick wall. However, the irrigation & drainage systems weremore complicated. To minimize exposed pipe in front of the vertical

https://gsky.com/


59Gold Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$40,001-$75,000

Project:

BC College of the Rockies
Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:
BC College of the Rockies at the Kootenay Centre at the Cranbrook Campus We love this wall not only for the positive environmental
features (plants and wood) it brings to their public meeting and gathering space but for the unique way it incorporates living framed art.
This great feature was designed into the space replacing a vine container system previously installed by others. It had pothos planted
into a planter box with poles extending 28’ into the air that never accomplished what it had been envisioned to do. Caleb Willems with
Elevate Your Landscape, a full-service lawn care company brought the challenge to us on behalf of the college so their vision of an indoor
sustainable living wall would no longer be a vision but would be reality. The design intent for this wall was to bring live plants and nature
indoors even during the cold long winters there. Our in-house designer envisioned a contiguous design flowing from frame to frame of a
mountain range in their area. The plants chosen were interior tropical plants for sustainability but were placed to paint the picture. She chose
the mountain range after being told, “Mountains represents our area of pride, mountains are a sign of our way of life.” She also gave them an
option of contemporary art with plants that could be changed like an art show when wanted but they love their mountains and chose that
design. One of the great features of this living wall system is you can move the potted plants around any time and have another piece of art!
Our project lead and his team worked with them to recycle the white post beam structures the pothos were supposed to grow on originally.
The project includes 22 framed walls , 11 are 4’X4’ and 11 are 4’x7’. It was a little more complicated than replacing it with a solid wall but the
benefits of recycling the existing structure and incorporating custom maple wood frames was better and less weight for the older buildings
existing brick wall. However, the irrigation & drainage systems weremore complicated. To minimize exposed pipe in front of the vertical

columns, we designed it using more fittings to route the 
pipe behind each vertical column. The drainage pipe, unlike 
pressurized irrigation dripline, routing behind each column 
was not ideal for proper flow of NON-pressurized drainage 
water. Each drainage spout was extended to the back to 
clear the vertical column depth for a straight lateral drain-
age pipe. The hardscape was completed in Oct. 2019 but 
Caleb chose to install the plants in early spring because 
temperature controlled trucking is nonexistent during the 
winter months to that area. The plants went in and less 
than a month later everything was locked down for COVID 
and he was not able to get into the sight until later in the 
summer. Because of a lot of thought, expertise and great 
installation he only lost 30 of the 2619 plants installed. He 
had to do some vigorous pruning, (I might add, for someone 
who previously had not cared for interior plants he did an 
amazing job), but as you can see in the photos, those plants 
look amazing! Our automated irrigation and supplemental 
lighting on timers did their job! In a photo enclosed for this 
project is two students highlighting a message about safety 
and COVID are in front of the healthy living green wall. Bio-
philia highlighting health and wellness!

Above:
View of the 2 tiers of maple frames attached to the repurposed steel
poles before the water efficient Versa Wall trays were installed. LED supplemental 
lighting was installed for the plant sustainability.

Below: This photo gives you an idea of how this feature is viewed throughout the build-
ing. The brick wall is where the building ended before the new addition was added.

Above: Finished view once the 2619 4” potted plants were installed 
bringing the mountain range to life.

What makes this design biophilic?
Bringing nature indoors with plants - sound 
absorption -enhances air purification - water ef-
ficent --LED supplemental lighting - repurposed 
existing white post beams -healthy physical & 
mental environment - plant design featured the 
mountain range they love as stated, “Mountains 
represents our area of pride, mountains are a 
sign of our way of life.”

List of plants/flowers used:
Philodendron Cordatum, Epiprenum aureum Neon - Neon 
Pothos, Ficus Elastica Burgundy, Dracaena deremensis 
‘Janet Craig Compacta’, Epiprenum aureum Marble Queen 
Pothos, Schefflera arboricola’Luseane’

Containers used: 2500 4” pots

https://gsky.com/


60Gold Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

Corporate Headquarters 
Living Wall
Congratulations to:
Planterra Corporation
Detroit, Michigin, U.S.A 

The story behind this design and installation:
This design was an integral part of new construction for the corporate headquarters of a business located in Detroit. The biggest chal-
lenge our team faced in installing this 327 square foot living wall was that this wall climbs a flight of stairs -- and is visible from two levels. 
At twentyone feet at its tallest point, this wall took a team of employees several days to install. The mechanisms to control the wall are 
located beneath the staircase so the view of the assorted plants remain unobstructed.

What makes this design biophilic?

This multi-story living wall is a central 
focal point for this corporate headquar-
ters workspace. Located within the 
core of the building, workers without 
window views have views of this living 
wall. This design allows for most work-
ers within these three floors have views 
of nature, either outside or inside. Since 
the wall is located within a stairway 
corridor, it allows for occupants to get 
close to the wall throughout the day. 
The delightfulness of the live plant dis-
play also encourages employees to take 
the stairs rather than the elevator.

Left: The impact of the scale of this wall along 
these staircases combines nature in the  space with 
the nature of the space to create an awe-inspiring 
view.

Below:The supplemental lighting provides excellent 
ambiance as well as helping to support the plants in 
this wall system.

https://planterra.com/


61Gold Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

Corporate Headquarters 
Living Wall
Congratulations to:
Planterra Corporation
Detroit, Michigin, U.S.A 

Left: The living wall rang-
es from 18 to 21 feet tall 
which creates naturalistic 
views from different lo-
cations in the main con-
course area of the build-
ing. The massive size of 
the living wall is empha-
sized by the high 

Lighting showcasing the plant selection was carefully designed 
alongside our design for this wall to not obstruct or distract from the 
natural elements. We did our installation while the building was being 
completed.

The patterns created by our plant 
selections give a feeling of movement 
through the wall. The designs give 
nature analogues using nature in the 
space.

List of plants/flowers used:
Dracaena compacta Snow white aglaonema Ruby ficus 
Arboricola Philodendron brazil Red maranta Neon po-
thos Austral gem fern Marble queen pothos

Greenwall system used: GSky Versa System

https://planterra.com/


62Gold Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Flagler Residence
Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation:

Flagler Residence A new estate compound in Palm Beach with views of the intercoastal and 
island maximizes the tropical nature of Florida. The home was nearly completed when we 
were contacted by the owner/developer to enhance the pool area and bring the tropics to 
that area as well. They wanted a curvilinear wall for maximum interest and requested a Pro 
Wall but there was not time to grow one so we explored the possibility of GSky’s Versa Wall XT 
system which uses one gallon pots for exterior use. We purchase plants from nurseries that 
are already grown which significantly reduces the lead time needed for installing the walls. 
This project consists of two walls side by side divided by a concrete column. Together they are 
270 sq. ft. and consist of 600 1 gal. exterior landscape nursery pots. The wall is east facing but 
is enclosed on three sides by the home, but since the home is only 3 stories natural light still 
gets in. A soft curvilinear design was requested to soften the area and bring the tropics to the 
patio. We were able to use some of the plant material that was in the landscaping for a con-
nection leading the eye to the exterior. The green wall is viewed from the interior through the 
glass walls bringing nature into the home as well.

View of greenwall on 
right side from inte-
rior living space. A 
curvilinear green wall 
consisting of 600 
1 gallon landscape 
plants in our chosen 
outdoor living wall 
system which is wa-
ter efficient installed 
in interior courtyard 
to bring biophilic ele-
ments such as nature 
viewed inside home 
and outside, sound 
absorption, tranquil-
ity and natural tropi-
cal environment.

https://gsky.com/


63Gold Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Flagler Residence
Congratulations to:
GSky Plant Systems, Inc.
Delray Beach, Florida, U.S.A

What makes this design biophilic?

Bringing natural tropical environment into courtyard - sound absorption brings nature to indoor views - 
enhances air purification -healthy physical & mental environment - water efficient - curvilinear design 
mimics nature with movement and is calming.

Ahhhh -- night shows the reflection from the lighting and brings a whole new color 
scheme to the live plants on the wall adding to the calm nature of the area.

Left: Another view from inside the 
home adding to the tranquility of the 
pool area. It is viewed from most rooms 
in the home and from the many balco-
nies and patios on all levels.

List of plants/flowers used:
Crodiaeum variegatum - Croton 
‘Mammy’, Schefflera arboricola -
Varigated ‘Trinette’, Schefflera 
arboricola, Liriope muscari ‘Az-
tec Grass’, Liriope muscari ‘Big 
Blue’, Asparagus densiflorus 
‘Myersii’ - Foxtail Fern

Containers used: 600 1 gallon 
plants

https://gsky.com/
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66Silver Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, 
Interior & Exterior

$10,001-$20,000

Project:

655 West Broadway
Congratulations to:
Good Earth Plant & Flower Co., Inc.
San Diego, California, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation: 
Our longtime client Avison Young asked for our help with their renovation project of a major upscale San Diego 
office building at 655 West Broadway. We proposed a living wall the height of the lobby to greet people entering 
the building and to add a “wow” moment upon first impression. The wall design was a first for us: constructed on a 
radius (concave curve). It is 27 feet tall, and the largest indoor living wall in downtown San Diego. The 300 square 
foot wall is made 105 SageLife biotiles, separate modules filled with rock wool substrate. Eight different plant 
species for a total of 1,972 plants in the wall including Dracaena warnekii, Neon pothos, Ferns, Compacta, Schefflera 
Arboricola, and Cordatum philodendron. The biotiles were planted in late September 2019 in preparation for
 installation. The irrigation system includes a fertilizer injector added to the water. A remote moisture monitoring 
system provides a convenient way to ensure plants are getting the right amount of water. We can see how much 
water the wall is using and can turn it on and off remotely. The wall uses approximately three ounces of water per 
square foot per day, or seven gallons total daily. Like a lot of projects, there were some challenging surprises. 
The irrigation system overspray needed to be contained so as not to douse people or damage walls and furniture. 
We had a limited time window coordinating with other contractors for installation. It was all successfully navigated 
and the results are everything the client asked for. Special thanks to Avison Young General Manager Barbara Putis 
and the team at White Construction of San Diego, especially Darrin, Jesse, and Nancy. They were wonderful people 
to work with despite the hiccups.

What makes this design biophilic? 
Healthy places support healthier people. Like never before as 
we emerge from the pandemic, healthy people fuel a healthy 
economy. Living with the ongoing reality of future pandemics 
is accelerating demand for healthy spaces. In 2015, The Human 
Spaces report into The Global Impact of Biophilic Design in the 
Workplace led by renowned organizational psychologist Profes-
sor Sir Cary Cooper found employees who work in environments 
with natural elements report a 15% higher level of wellbeing, are 
6% more productive, and 15% more creative overall. It concluded 
that office design was so important to workers that a third (33%) 
of global respondents stated it would unequivocally affect their 
decision whether or not to work somewhere. Access to fresh 
air, light, nature, and any other biophilic design option gives 
employees the confidence their work environment is as safe as it 
can be, and at least as inviting as their work from home environ-
ment. It will be a primary driver in a return-to-work strategy. Ac-
cess to nature is increasingly critical for employee mental health 
and overall wellbeing. Client Avison Young recognized this need 
even before the pandemic made it a must. Workplace biophilic 
design embraces bringing the outdoor environment indoor 
through the use of light, natural materials, textures, views, access 
to outdoor spaces such as patios or terraces, and the integration 
of plants in containers and living walls. Indoor environments 
mimicking outdoor environments will give employees greater 
confidence their wellbeing is not at risk. The 655 West Broadway 
living wall project provides an ideal example of workplace design 
integrating a biophilic design approach. 

The wall is composed of 1,972 individual plants growing 
in 105 BioTiles. The finished living wall provides intrigu-
ing biomorphic forms, textures and patterns while visually 
connecting tenants and guests with nature and the natural 
elements most desired in the indoor office environment 
including light, fresh air, and plants.

https://www.goodearthplants.com/


67Silver Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, 
Interior & Exterior

$10,001-$20,000

Project:

655 West Broadway
Congratulations to:
Good Earth Plant & Flower Co., Inc.
San Diego, California, U.S.A

Silver Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, 
Interior & Exterior

$20,001-$30,000

Project:

Hys Medical Centre
Congratulations to:
Greenjeans Interiorscape Ltd.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

The story behind this design and installation:

The renovation of the dated lobby in this medical centre (home to 
a variety of specialists and services) was overseen by Blue Graphite 
Design. They wished to soften the space and add vertical greenery, 
so our design team collaborated to achieve an integrated “hybrid” 
green wall that is beautiful, practical, and has a sustainable budget 
for ongoing maintenance. The idea was to include recessed living 
walls in the newly defined seating space. To create balance and 
coverage in the asymmetrical lobby, two long horizontal walls were 
positioned over the primary seating areas, with vertical walls ascend-
ing up the narrower right wall. The three living walls needed to be 
placed low enough so that they could be maintained efficiently 
from a ladder, without the need for expensive or time-consuming 
lift equipment. The vertical sections at the right of the seating space 
required greater height than could be reasonably maintained from 
a ladder, so an innovative hybrid design graduating from living walls 
through to moss walls was conceived. The lowest piece is solely live 
plants. The middle section transitions into preserved moss with natu-
ral embellishments and artificial foliage to echo the living wall, and 
then the top panel transitions to moss only. This allows for maximum 
greenery with minimized maintenance costs. The vertical design has 
an ascending flow, lifting the eye, mind, and spirit upward - perfect 
for the nature of this downtown health care facility. The green wall 
feature integrates with a calming plantscape in the adjacent hallway 
that is limited by low light conditions.

Seating area under the skylight - the living wall offers a fresh, biophilic feature 
to provide a pleasant, calming experience while waiting in this medical centre. 
The vertical panels transition upward from live plants to moss.

What makes this design 
biophilic?
This design brings nature indoors to 
define and frame a calming space 
to rest and breathe. The living walls 
provide an instant connection to 
nature in the transition lobby space 
that helps reduce stress for clients, 
workers, medical practitioners and 
patients. The biophilic experience is 
emphasized by the vertical wall as-
pect - it lifts the eye through a transi-
tion of live plants and moss walls to 
glimpse the light and movement of 
the sky through the skylight above. 
Biophilic design properties include 
three living walls, biophilic mimicry 
in the moss wall embellishments and 
artificial foliages; preserved life-like 
mosses, live plants in the main hall-
way; blooming rotation

The first living wall that welcomes visitors inside the entrance. The lush 
organic design pops against the simple, modern lines of the facade and 
seating.

https://greenjeansinteriorscape.ca/


68Silver Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
Under $10,000

Project:

Unimark/MPS Living Wall
Congratulations to:
Botanical Designs
Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.

The story behind this 
design and installation:

We were approached to create 
a living wall in support of a 
company’s passion for sustain-
ability and commitment to 
conservation. The client also 
worked with a designer to 
bring Feng Shui to their entry 
way -conceptualized with a 
modern tree design carried 
from one wall over to the 
living wall we created. Feng 
Shui is aligned with the same 
principles of Biophilic Design 
– elements are used to identify 
features in our surroundings 
that make us feel relaxed and 
calm and that our relationships 
with our surroundings is funda-
mental to health and well-be-
ing. The tree design represents 
how the company supports 
and challenges their employ-
ees to grow and think beyond 
preconceived capabilities. Our 
challenge was to seamlessly 
incorporate and build a living 
wall into this design.

What makes this design biophilic?
Living walls are the embodiment of biophilic 
design. This design literally brings life indoors 
to enhance the building occupants’ sense of 
wellbeing by association with nature as well as 
providing physical benefits of natural air filtra-
tion, noise reduction, and helping to maintain 
humidity and temperature. This design “lives” 
in the lobby providing an immediate visual con-
nection with nature - inviting nature indoors 
while welcoming visitors to the building.

The first impression visitors to the building receive is this 
amazing living tree design providing an immediate visual 
connection with nature. The tree design spans the entire lob-
by to bring Feng Shui to the entry way. Feng Shui is aligned 
with the same principles of Biophilic Design –elements are 
used to identify features in our surroundings that make us 
feel relaxed and calm and that our relationships with our sur-
roundings is fundamental to health and well-being.

Left:
The living wall plants perfectly frame the tree sculpture 
showcasing it. The design is in perfect harmony and bal-
ance in line with the feng shui principles of the design.

“The Gsky Versa Wall system conserves water usage by design. It 
distributes water throughout the wall in a closed system so no wa-
ter escapes forward or behind the wall. Water is pumped to the top 
and flows from tray to tray to the bottom. Trays are designed to hold 
a measured amount of water for each individual plant, so plants do 
not compete for water. Also includes fertilzer injector, filter, pressure 
regulator, and water sensor.”

https://botanicaldesigns.com/


69Silver Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, 
Interior & Exterior

$10,001-$20,000

Project:

Absorb Software
Congratulations to:
Greenery Office Interiors
Calgary,Alberta, Canada

Silver Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
Under $10,000

Project:

Unimark/MPS Living Wall
Congratulations to:
Botanical Designs
Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.

Our company is part of a Leads group in Calgary with Kasian 
Architecture and Design along with a number of other interior 
design and architecture firms. Karen Iredale with Kasian reached 
out to our company with the knowledge that the client, Ab-
sorb Software, envisaged biophilic elements throughout their 
new four floors of office space in the recently completed Telus 
Sky building downtown Calgary. Each floor showcases a differ-
ent bold colour to suit the already electric brand colour palette. 
Paired with clean whites and flooded with natural light, it was 
obvious our company was the perfect fit. Since April of 2020, our 
company has worked closely with Kasian design to outfit Absorb 
Software with a series of custom / unique biophilic features. 
The living walls located on 3 of the 4 floors are installed within 
alcoves, custom made to the specified dimensions of the living 
wall system. Further custom composite planters are attached 
to the base of structural columns that feature climbing cables 
running from planter to ceiling. Climbing plants then ascend 
the column, creating striking vertical green lines, carrying the 
eye upwards and introducing organic shape to otherwise stark 
linework. As mentioned, these 4 floors serve many purposes; 
from kitchenettes, personal offices to chill lounges. Thus, it was 
important the planters suited the intended design scheme for 
each space. We selecteWd matte white and natural stone plant-
ers from Green Theory and incorporated natural wicker planters 
for the more informal spaces. Our ultimate goal was to furnish 
Absorb Software with custom, contemporary biophilic elements 
that evoke intentionality.

What makes this design biophilic?
The space contains a series of elements that allow patrons to connect with 
nature. Each of these elements help to complement the luxe interior design 
scheme. Bright whites and bold primary colours are balanced with the or-
ganic shapes, textures and colours that our company has introduced. These 
features help to make this space feel familiar, comfortable, and intended for 
human use and most importantly, enjoyment.

Above:
A 14” Strelitzia occupies this sunny corner complimented by the bold 
blues of the world map. In this office space we aimed to incorporate a 
plant that would offer greenery for the client while on virtual meetings.

The story behind this design and installation:

https://greenery.ca/


70Bronze Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

ROKT
Congratulations to:
Parker Interior Plantscape
New York, New York, U.S.A

The story behind this design 
and installation:
There are a total of 8 living walls for this 
project spread throughout two levels in 
the building. Our plants for living walls 
are usually grown for 8 weeks prior to 
site construction. Like so many busi-
nesses during the pandemic, we were 
faced with navigating uncharted waters 
while offices throughout New York were 
shuttered. The living wall found refuge 
in the EcoWall greenhouses for a total 
of seven months before construction 
commenced and the living wall could be 
installed at its final home. A photometric 
analysis was performed for each location 
to make sure lighting was sufficient and 
plant placement was influenced by light 
and water gradient. A tropical rainforest 
understory served as inspiration for the 
design and plants like ferns, gesnariads, 
aroids, and other genus which can be 
found on the forest floor and growing up 
rainforest trees were selected as the base 
plant palette.

What makes this design 
biophilic?

The living walls at ROKT are the 
perfect example of bringing 
nature indoors and making it 
accessible to an office’s occu-
pants. The color palette of the 
offices in ROKT are neutral with 
a modern aesthetic. The green 
from the plants helps to bright-
en the overall feeling of the 
space. The client was looking 
for a more naturalistic design. 
They desired multiple plant 
species and diversity in colors, 
textures, and growth habit. The 
plant palette was selected to 
honor the design intent while 
also making sure species were 
compatible in light and nutrient 
requirements.

https://parkerplants.com/


71Bronze Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
$100,001-$250,000

Project:

ROKT
Congratulations to:
Parker Interior Plantscape
New York, New York, U.S.A

Bronze Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
Under $10,000

Project:

Sai Raghu Residence
Congratulations to:
Plant Partners
Bradenton, Florida, U.S.A

The story behind this design and installation

Our client who had a vertical green wall approached us 
to install a Columnar green wall between the column and 
the back wall of their front entry of their house. We had to 
understand our clients requirements based on the budg-
et, vision, timeline and begin the process of taking several 
factors into consideration such as the light, space, wind 
factor etc., before we started on the designing aspect. Our 
goal was to ensure that we met the clients expectations 
for a high quality, affordable product. There was 3 hours of 
morning sun which was the key factor in determining the 
plant selection. Our client had Eco friendly PVC individual 
vertical wall pockets shipped from Asia which were very 
durable. We installed them with automatic dripping self 
watering irrigation so that water from top row drips and 
flows down to each succeeding row and is ultimately 
collected at the bottom in a trough and directed to the 
adjoining planter bed with shrubs. We had to test the irri-
gation and water flow to get the timing right to ensure all 

the plants get adequate flow. The next aspect was the overall 
design, discussed with our client and their desire to be able 
to change the design as needed by changing out the plants 
from the individual pockets with this system. Pre-grown plants 
were carefully selected so they can cope with the weather in 
this particular location. We chose a mix of a variety of plants 
including flowering seasonal, foliage plants, and Neoregelias 
for a lush columnar green wall that flourishes for the natural 
life span of the plants used. Few months after install we were 
informed by our client that they received an award from their 
community which makes us proud of our achievement.

What makes this design biophilic? It provides both visual and 
acoustic privacy and also helps improve people’s mental and 
physical well-being.

http://www.tropex.com/


72Bronze Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
Under $10,000

Project:

Empathic Practice

Congratulations to:
Heroman Services Plant Company
Pensacola, Florida, U.S.A

The story behind this design and 
installation
Increasingly health is becoming a key 
aspect and driver for building design and 
maintenance. Empathic Practice con-
tacted us through our website’s descrip-
tion of our work with Biophilia. As part of 
the practice’s mission for mindfulness and 
wellness they wanted to include plants 
and natural materials to better connect 
with their patients. To nurture life is an act 
of self-care. By creating spaces filled with 
plants, their patients are able to reconnect 
with nature, calm their minds, and feel 
inspired.

What makes this design biophilic?

The combination of a living green wall, moss 
walls and natural components such as bam-
boo and rocks are integral to the practices 
work with their patients. Feeling stressed isn’t 
conducive to healing and can cause more 
health complications. Empathic Practice 
recognizes that being in the presence of na-
ture boosts mood, overall well-being, and the 
physical quality of an environment. “surround-
ing our patients, clients and staff with living 
organisms is a paramount part of our overall 
treatment program.”

Meditation and chanting room

List of plants/flowers used:
Calatha Anthurium Multiple variety Brasil, 
phiolo Different varieties of Draceanea Ferns – 
Autunm, Kangaroom, Alligator Moss

https://heromanservices.com/


73Bronze Award
Green Walls & Vertical Gardens, Interior & Exterior
Under $10,000

Project:

Empathic Practice

Congratulations to:
Heroman Services Plant Company
Pensacola, Florida, U.S.A

https://www.amazon.com/Smartee-Plants-Professionals-Guide-Indoor-ebook/dp/B07BBTBDWB
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New this year! Moss Wall Workshop
With the steady increase in consumer interest and desire to reconnect with nature it is no wonder why the moss wall would be the number one go-to when 
designing space. With its ease of care and installation, down to the versatility in design, there is no easier way to accomplish the feeling of nature in our 
environment.

Join the ByNature and Planthropy teams for a hands-on workshop that will take you on the journey of the moss wall creation. A team of innovative experts 
and design rock stars will dive into every element from the concept, proposal, and completion stages of delivering that biophilic connection that your cus-
tomers love. You will leave with the confidence and guidance for incorporating the moss wall into your business plan as well as creating your very own piece 
to take with you.

Already a moss extraordinaire? This hands-on workshop will open your creative pathways while designing your own work of moss art in a peer creation 
format. You will be able to tap into your peers for design inspiration, tips, and much more.

You can find the full Interiorscape Program at Cultivate’21 here:  
https://cultivate21.mapyourshow.com/8_0/explore/session-tracks.cfm/#/show/cat-sessiontracks|Interior%20Plantscape 

Want to help move the Interior Plantscape Industry Forward? 
Join the AmericanHort Community Connector Group! Community connectors are the passionate representatives from the key industry segments that 
make up the green industry. They donate time, talent, and ideas to AmericanHort to help inform and guide everything we do so that we can best serve your 
evolving needs.

Community Connector groups meet monthly or quarterly to discuss key projects through in person meetings, conference calls, emails and other modes of 
communication this group provides insight and inspiration into addressing the needs of members. They are a sounding board for new ideas, help ensure 
relevancy in our offerings, serve as evangelists for our initiatives, and are valuable assets in connecting members and the association.

Interior Plantscape Community Connectors:
• Genevieve Reiner-Mills, Oakland Green Interiors

• Barbara Arnold, Franklin Park Conservatory

• Denise Godfrey, Olive Hill Greenhouses

• Peter Herrera, No Sweat! Waterproof Liners

• Bryan & Anna Johnston, Tri-State Foliage Inc

• Eric McKie, Green Oak Garden Center, LLC

• Jessica Pinette, Plantasia Interiors Inc.

• Nicolas Rousseau, ByNature

• Jodi Stumpf, Growing Green Inc.

• Allison Zeeb, Ball Seed Company

• Susie Raker-Zimmerman, Raker-Roberta’s Young Plants, Board Liaison

• Meagan Nace, AmericanHort, Staff LiaisonW

• Amanda Holton, AmericanHort, Staff Liaison

If you are interested in becoming involved or have ideas for upcoming educational                 
programming, please reach out to Meagan Nace at meagann@americanhort.org. 

https://www.cultivateevent.org/registration
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September 1st at 2pm ET 

Session 1: Connect: Biophilia and Biophilic Design Theory

September 14th at 2pm ET

Session 2: Learn: Biophilic Design: Science & Economics 

September 28th at 2pm ET

Session 3: Practice: Biophilic Design Integration 

Save the Date! AmericanHort Mastery Series for 
Interior Plantscapers to launch this fall. 

Biophilic Design Mastery Series with Sonja Bochart

• the history and value of biophilia for social and environmental health

• the 6-primary elements and over 70-patterns of biophilic design

• the science behind biophilic design – why it matters

• case study examples for all-building typologies (office, home, healthcare, schools, community)

• best practice for designing for human-nature connection

• proven methods to overcoming barriers to achieving optimal biophilic design integration. 

Biophilic Design fosters human-nature connection in the built environment, which is essen-
tial to support human physical and emotional health, creativity, healing and learning rates, 
productivity, and overall happiness. This engaging and informative new 3-part session, from 
an internationally recognized biophilic designer, will provide a comprehensive overview of:

https://www.americanhort.org/mastery-series/
https://www.nosweatliners.com/
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https://www.cultivateevent.org/registration
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https://greenplantsforgreenbuildings.org/
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https://www.iplantsmagazine.com/collections/advertise



